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Abstract
We study the multi-channel sparse blind deconvolution (MCS-BD) problem, whose task is to simulta-
neously recover a kernel a and multiple sparse inputs txiu
p
i“1 from their circulant convolution yi “ afxi
(i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p). We formulate the task as a nonconvex optimization problem over the sphere. Under mild
statistical assumptions of the data, we prove that the vanilla Riemannian gradient descent (RGD) method,
with random initializations, provably recovers both the kernela and the signals txiu
p
i“1 up to a signed shift
ambiguity. In comparison with state-of-the-art results, our work shows significant improvements in terms
of sample complexity and computational efficiency. Our theoretical results are corroborated by numeri-
cal experiments, which demonstrate superior performance of the proposed approach over the previous
methods on both synthetic and real datasets.
Keywords. Nonconvex optimization, blind deconvolution, sparsity, Riemmanian manifold/optimization,
inverse problem, nonlinear approximation.
1 Introduction
We study the blind deconvolution problem with multiple inputs: given circulant convolutions
yi “ af xi P Rn, i P rps :“ t1, . . . , pu, (1)
we aim to recover both the kernel a P Rn and the signals txiupi“1 P Rn using efficient methods. Blind decon-
volution is an ill-posed problem in its most general form. Nonetheless, problems in practice often exhibits
intrinsic low-dimensional structures, showing promises for efficient optimization. One such useful struc-
ture is the sparsity of the signals txiupi“1. The multichannel sparse blind deconvolution (MCS-BD) broadly
appears in the context of communications [ADCY97, TBSR17], computational imaging [BPS`06, SCL`15],
seismic imaging [KT98,NFTLR15,RPD`15], neuroscience [GPAF03,ETS11,WLS`13,FZP17,PSG`16], com-
puter vision [LWDF11,ZWZ13,SM12], and more.
• Neuroscience. Detections of neuronal spiking activity is a prerequisite for understanding the mecha-
nism of brain function. Calcium imaging [FZP17, PSG`16] and functional MRI [GPAF03,WLS`13] are
two widely used techniques, which record the convolution of unknown neuronal transient response and
sparse spike trains. The spike detection problem can be naturally cast as a MCS-BD problem.
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Table 1: Comparison with existing methods for solving MCS-BD1
Methods Wang et al. [WC16] Li et al. [LB18] Ours
Assumptions
a spiky & invertible, a invertible, a invertible,
xi „i.i.d. BGpθq xi „i.i.d. BRpθq xi „i.i.d. BGpθq
Formulation min}q}8“1 }CqY }1 maxqPSn´1 }CqPY }
4
4
minqPSn´1 Hµ pCqPY q
Algorithm interior point noisy RGD vanilla RGD
Recovery
θ P Op1{?nq, θ P Op1q, θ P Op1q,
Condition p ě rΩpnq p ě rΩpmax  n, κ8( n8
ε8
q p ě rΩpmax!n, κ8
µ2
)
n4q
Time Complexity rOpp4n5 logp1{εqq rOppn13{ε8q rOppn5 ` pn log p1{εqq
• Computational (microscopy) imaging. Super-resolutionfluorescentmicroscopy imaging [BPS`06,HGM06,
RBZ06] conquers the resolution limit by solving sparse deconvolution problems. Its basic principle is
using photoswitchable fluorophores that stochastically activate fluorescent molecular, creating a video
sequence of sparse superpositions of point spread function (PSF). In many scenarios (especially in 3D
imaging), as it is often difficult to obtain the PSF due to defocus and unknown aberrations [SN06], it is
preferred to estimate the point-sources and PSF jointly by solving MCS-BD.
• Image deblurring. Sparse blind deconvolution problems also arise in natural image processing: when a
blurry image is taken due to the resolution limit ormalfunction of imaging procedure, it can bemodeled as
a blur pattern convolvedwith visually plausible sharp images (whose gradient are sparse) [ZWZ13,SM12].
Prior arts on MCS-BD. Recently, there have been a few attempts to solve MCS-BD with guaranteed per-
formance. Wang et al. [WC16] formulated the task as finding the sparsest vector in a subspace problem
[QSW14]. They considered a convex objective, showing that the problem can be solved to exact solutions
when p ě Ωpn lognq and the sparsity level θ P Op1{?nq. A similar approach has also been investigated
by [Cos17]. Li et al. [LB18] consider a nonconvex ℓ4-maximization problem over the sphere2 , revealing
benign global geometric structures of the problem. Correspondingly, they introduced a noisy Riemannian
gradient descent (RGD) that solves the problem to approximate solutions in polynomial time.
These results are very inspiring but still suffer from quite a few limitations. The theory and method
in [WC16] only applies to cases when a is approximately a delta function (which excludes most problems of
interest) and txiupi“1 are very sparse. Li et al. [LB18] suggests that more generic kernels a can be handled
via preconditioning of the data. However, due to the heavy-tailed behavior of ℓ4-loss, the sample complexity
provided in [LB18] is quite pessimistic3. Moreover, noisy RGD is proved to converge with huge amounts of
iterations [LB18], and it requires additional efforts to tune the noise parameters which is often unrealistic
in practice. As mentioned in [LB18], one may use vanilla RGD which almost surely converges to a global
minimum, but without guarantee on the number of iterations. On the other hand, Li et al. [LB18] only
considered the Bernoulli-Rademacher model4 which is restrictive for many problems.
1Here, (i) BGpθq and BRpθq denote Bernoulli-Gaussian and Bernoulli-Rademacher distribution, respectively; (ii) θ P r0, 1s
is the Bernoulli parameter controlling the sparsity level of xi; (iii) ε denotes the recovery precision of global solution a‹, i.e.,
minℓ }a´ sℓ ra‹s} ď ε; (iv) rO and rΩ hides logpnq, θ and other factors.
2Recently, similar loss has been considered for short and sparse deconvolution [ZKW18] and completedictionary learning [ZYL`19].
3As the tail of BGpθq distribution is heavier than that of BRpθq, their sample complexity would be even worse if BGpθqmodel was
considered.
4We say x obeys a Bernoulli-Rademacher distribution when x “ b d r where d denotes point-wise product, b follows i.i.d.
Bernoulli distribution and r follows i.i.d. Rademacher distribution.
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Contributions of this paper. In this work, we introduce an efficient optimization method for solvingMCS-
BD. We consider a natural nonconvex formulation based on a smooth relaxation of ℓ1-loss. Under mild
assumptions of the data, we prove the following result.
With random initializations, a vanilla RGD efficiently finds an approximate solution, which can be
refined by a subgradient method that converges exactly to the target solution in a linear rate.
We summarize our main result in Table 1. By comparison5 with [LB18], our approach demonstrates
substantial improvements for solving MCS-BD in terms of both sample and time complexity. Moreover, our
experimental results imply that our analysis is still far from tight – the phase transitions suggest that p ě
Ωppoly logpnqq samples might be sufficient for exact recovery, which is favorable for applications (as real
data in form of images can have millions of pixels, resulting in huge dimension n). Our analysis is inspired
by recent results on orthogonal dictionary learning [GBW18,BJS18], but much of our theoretical analysis is
tailored for MCS-BD with a few extra new ingredients. Our work is the first result provably showing that
vanilla gradient descent type methods with random initialization solve MCS-BD efficiently. Moreover, our
ideas could potentially lead to new algorithmic guarantees for other nonconvex problems such as blind gain
and phase calibration [LLB17,LS18] and convolutional dictionary learning [BEL13,GCW18].
Organizations, notations, and reproducible research. We organize the rest of the paper as follows. In
Section 2, we introduce the basic assumptions and nonconvex problem formulation. Section 3 presents the
main results and sketch of analysis. In Section 4, we demonstrate the proposed approach by experiments on
both synthetic and real datasets. We conclude the paper in Section 5. The basic notations are introduced in
Appendix A, and all the detailed analysis are deferred to the appendices. For reproducing the experimental
results in this work, we refer readers to
https://github.com/qingqu06/MCS-BD.
2 Problem Formulation
2.1 Assumptions and Intrinsic Properties
Assumptions To begin, we list our assumptions on the kernel a P Rn and sparse inputs txiupi“1 P Rn:
1. Invertible kernel. We assume the kernel a to be invertible in the sense that its spectrum pa “ Fa does not
have zero entries, where pa “ Fa is the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of a with F P Cnˆn being the
DFT matrix. Let Ca P Rnˆn be an nˆ n circulant matrix whose first column is a; see (17) for the formal
definition. Since this circulant matrix Ca can be decomposed as Ca “ F ˚ diag ppaqF [G`06], it is also
invertible and we define its condition number
κpCaq :“ max
i
|pai| {min
i
|pai| .
2. Random sparse signal. We assume the input signals txiupi“1 follow i.i.d. Bernoulli-Gaussian (BGpθq) distri-
bution:
xi “ bi d gi, bi „i.i.d. Bpθq, gi „i.i.d. N p0, Iq,
where θ P r0, 1s is the Bernoulli-parameter which controls the sparsity level of each xi.
As aforementioned, this assumption generalizes those used in [WC16,LB18]. In particular, the first assump-
tion on kernel a is much more practical than that of [WC16], in which a is assumed to be approximately
a delta function. The second assumption is a generalization of the Bernoulli-Rademacher model adopted
in [LB18].
5We do not find a direct comparison with [WC16] meaningful, mainly due to its limitations of the kernel assumption and sparsity
level θ P Op1{?nq discussed above.
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Intrinsic symmetry. Note that the MCS-BD problem exhibits intrinsic signed scaling-shift symmetry, i.e.,
for any α ­“ 0,
yi “ a f xi “ s´ℓ r˘αas f sℓ
“˘α´1xi‰ , i P t0, 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , p´ 1u , (2)
where sℓ r¨s denotes a cyclic shift operator of length ℓ. Thus, we only hope to recover a and txiupi“1 up to
a signed shift ambiguity. Without loss of generality, for the rest of the paper we assume that the kernel a is
normalized with }a} “ 1.
2.2 A Nonconvex Formulation
Let Y “ “y1 y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yp‰ and X “ “x1 x2 ¨ ¨ ¨ xp‰. We can rewrite the measurement (1) in a
matrix-vector form via circulant matrices,
yi “ af xi “ Caxi, i P rps ùñ Y “ CaX,
SinceCa is assumed to be invertible, we can define its corresponding inverse kernel h P Rn by h :“ F´1pad´1
whose corresponding circulant matrix satisfies
Ch :“ F ˚ diag
`pad´1˘F “ C´1a ,
where p¨qd´1 denotes entrywise inversion. Observing
Ch ¨ Y “ Ch ¨Calooomooon
“ I
¨X “ Xlomon
sparse
,
it leads us to consider the following objective
min
q
1
np
}CqY }0 “
1
np
pÿ
i“1
}Cyiq}0 , s.t. q ‰ 0. (3)
Obviously, when the solution of (3) is unique, the onlyminimizer is the inverse kernel h up to signed scaling-
shift (i.e., q‹ “ ˘αsℓ rhs), producing ChY “ X with the highest sparsity. The nonzero constraint q ‰ 0 is
enforced simply to prevent the trivial solution q “ 0. Ideally, if we could solve (3) to obtain one of the target
solutions q‹ “ sℓ rhs up to a signed scaling, the kernel a and sparse signals txiupi“1 can be exactly recovered
up to signed shift via
a‹ “ F´1
”
pFq‹qd´1
ı
, x‹i “ Cyiq‹, p1 ď i ď pq.
However, it has been known for decades that optimizing the basic ℓ0-formulation (3) is anNP-hard problem
[CP86,Nat95]. Instead, we consider the following nonconvex6 relaxation of the original problem (3):
min
q
ϕhpqq :“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
Hµ pCyiPqq , s.t. q P Sn´1, (4)
whereHµp¨q is the Huber loss [Hub92] andP is a preconditioning matrix, both of which will be defined and
discussed in detail as follows.
6It is nonconvex because of the spherical constraint q P Sn´1.
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(a) ℓ1-loss, ✗ (b) Huber-loss, ✗ (c) ℓ4-loss, ✗
(d) ℓ1-loss,X (e) Huber-loss,X (f) ℓ4-loss,X
Figure 1: Comparison of optimization landscapes for different loss functions. Here ✗ and X mean
without and with the preconditioningmatrixP , respectively. Each figure plots the function values of the
loss over S2, where the function values are all normalized between 0 and 1 (darker color means smaller
value, and vice versa). The small red dots on the landscapes denote shifts of the ground truths.
Smooth sparsity surrogate. It is well-known that ℓ1-norm serves as a natural sparsity surrogate for ℓ0-
norm, but its nonsmoothness often makes it difficult for analysis7. Here, we consider the Huber loss8 Hµ p¨q
which is widely used in robust optimization [Hub92]. It acts as a smooth sparsity surrogate of ℓ1 penalty and
is defined as:
HµpZq :“
nÿ
i“1
pÿ
j“1
hµpZijq, hµ pzq :“
#
|z| |z| ě µ
z2
2µ
` µ
2
|z| ă µ , (5)
where µ ą 0 is a smoothing parameter. Our choice hµ pzq is first-order smooth, and behaves exactly same
as the ℓ1-norm for all |z| ě µ. In contrast, although the ℓ4 objective in [LB18] is smooth, it only promotes
sparsity in special cases. Moreover, it results in a heavy-tailed process, producing flat landscape around
target solutions, and requiring substantially more samples for measure concentration. Figure 1 shows a
comparison of optimization landscapes of all losses in low dimension: the Huber-loss produces an almost
identical landscape as the ℓ1-loss, while optimizing the ℓ4-loss could result in large approximation error.
Preconditioning. An ill-conditioned kernel a can result in poor optimization landscapes (see Figure 1 for
an illustration). To alleviate this effect, we introduce a preconditioning matrix P P Rnˆn [SQW16,ZKW18,
LB18], defined as follows9
P “
˜
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
¸´1{2
, (6)
7The subgradient of ℓ1-loss is non-Lipschitz, which introduces tremendous difficulty in controlling suprema of random process and
perturbation analysis for preconditioning
8Actually, hµp¨q is a scaled and elevated version of the standard Huber function hsµ pzq, with hµ pzq “ 1µhsµ pzq ` µ2 . Hence in our
framework minimizing with hµ pzq is equivalent to minimizing with hsµ pzq.
9Here, the sparsity θ serves as a normalization purpose. It is often not known ahead of time, but the scaling here does not change
the optimization landscape.
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which refines the optimization landscapes by orthogonalizing the circulant matrixCa as
CaPlomon
R
« Ca
`
CJaCa
˘´1{2looooooooomooooooooon
Q orthogonal
. (7)
SinceP « `CJaCa˘´1{2,R can be proved to be very close to the orthogonal matrixQ. Thus,R is muchmore
well-conditioned thanCa. As illustrated in Figure 1, a comparison of optimization landscapes without and
with preconditioning shows that preconditioning symmetrifies the optimization landscapes and eliminates
spurious local minimizers. Therefore, it makes the problem more amendable to optimization algorithms.
Constrain over the sphere Sn´1. We relax the nonconvex constraint q ­“ 0 in (3) by a unit norm constraint
on q. The norm constraint removes the scaling ambiguity as well as prevents the trivial solution q “ 0. Note
that the choice of the norm has strong implication for computation. When q is constrained over ℓ8-norm,
the ℓ1{ℓ8 optimization problem breaks beyond sparsity level θ ě Ωp1{?nq [WC16]. In contrast, the sphere
Sn´1 is a smooth homogeneous Riemannian manifold and it has been shown recently that optimizing over
the sphere leads to optimal sparsity θ P Op1q for several sparse learning problems [QSW14,SQW16,SQW17,
LB18]. Therefore, we choose to work with a nonconvex spherical constraint q P Sn´1 and we will also show
similar results for MCS-BD.
Next, we develop efficient first-order methods and provide guarantees for exact recovery.
3 Main Results and Analysis
In this section, we show that the underlying benign first-order geometry of the optimization landscapes of
Equation (4) enables efficient and exact recovery using vanilla gradient descent methods, even with random
initialization. Our main result can be captured by the following theorem, with details described in the
following subsections.
Theorem 3.1 We assume that the kernel a is invertible with condition number κ, and txiupi“1 „ BGpθq. Suppose
θ P ` 1
n
, 1
3
˘
and µ ď cmin
!
θ, 1?
n
)
. Whenever
p ě Cmax
"
n,
κ8
θµ2σ2min
log4 n
*
θ´2n4 log3pnq log
ˆ
θn
µ
˙
, (8)
w.h.p. the function (4) satisfies certain regularity conditions (see Theorem 3.2), allowing us to design an efficient
vanilla first-order method. In particular, with probability at least 1
2
, by using a random initialization, the algorithms
provably recover the target solution up to a signed shift with ε-precision in a linear rate
#Iter ď C 1
ˆ
θ´1n4 log
ˆ
1
µ
˙
` logpnpq log
ˆ
1
ε
˙˙
.
Remark 1. The detailed proofs are detained to Appendix C and Appendix D. In the following, we explain
our results in several aspects.
• Conditions and Assumptions. Here, as the MCS-BD problem becomes trivial10 when θ ď 1{n, we only focus
on the regime θ ą 1{n. Similar to [LB18], our result only requires the kernel a to be invertible and sparsity
level θ to be constant. In contrast, themethod in [WC16] onlyworkswhen the kernel a is spiky and txiupi“1
are very sparse θ P Op1{?nq, excluding most problems of interest.
10The problem becomes trivial when θ ď 1{n because θn “ 1 so that each xi tends to be an one sparse δ-function.
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• Sample Complexity. As shown in Table 1, our sample complexity p ě rΩpmax  n, κ8{µ2(n4q in Equation (8)
improves upon the result p ě rΩpmax  n, κ8(n8{ε8q in [LB18]. As aforementioned, this improvement
partly owes to the similarity of the Huber-loss to ℓ1-loss, so that the Huber-loss is much less heavy-tailed
than the ℓ4-loss studied in [LB18], requiring fewer samples for measure concentration. Still, our result
leaves much room for improvement – we believe the sample dependency on θ´1 is an artifact of our anal-
ysis11, and the phase transition in Figure 5 suggests that p ě Ωppoly logpnqq samples might be sufficient
for exact recovery.
• Algorithmic Convergence. Finally, it should be noted that the number of iteration rO `n4 ` log p1{εq˘ for our
algorithm substantially improves upon that rOpn12{ε2q of the noisy RGD in [LB18, Theorem IV.2]. This
has been achieved via a two-stage approach: (i) we first run Opn4q iterations of vanilla RGD to obtain
an approximate solution; (ii) then perform a subgradient method with linear convergence to the ground-
truth. Moreover, without any noise parameters to tune, vanilla RGD is more practical than the noisy RGD
in [LB18].
3.1 A glimpse of high dimensional geometry
To study the optimization landscape of the MCS-BD problem (4), we simplify the problem by a change of
variable q “ Qq, which rotates the space by the orthogonal matrix Q in (7). Since the rotation Q does not
change the optimization landscape, by an abuse of notation of q and q, we can rewrite the problem (4) as
min
q
fpqq :“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
Hµ
`
CxiRQ
´1q
˘
, s.t. }q} “ 1, (9)
wherewe also used the fact thatCyiP “ CxiR in (7). Moreover, sinceR « Q is near orthogonal, by assuming
RQ´1 “ I, for pure analysis purposes we can further reduce (9) to
min
q
rfpqq “ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
Hµ pCxiqq , s.t. }q} “ 1. (10)
The reduction in (10) is simpler andmuch easier for parsing. By a similar analysis as [SQW16,GBW18], it
can be shown that asymptotically the landscape is highly symmetric and the standard basis vectors t˘eiuni“1
are approximately12 the only global minimizers. Hence, as RQ´1 « I, we can study the optimization
landscape of fpqq via studying the landscape of rfpqq followed by a perturbation analysis. As illustrated
in Figure 2, based on the target solutions of rfpqq, we partition the sphere into 2n symmetric regions, and
consider 2n (disjoint) subsets of each region13 [GBW18,BJS18]
Si˘ξ :“
"
q P Sn´1 | |qi|}q´i}8
ě
a
1` ξ, qi ż 0
*
, ξ P r0,8q,
where q´i is a subvector of q with i-th entry removed. For every i P rns, Si`ξ (or Si´ξ ) contains exactly one
of the target solution ei (or ´ei), and all points in this set have one unique largest entry with index i, so
that they are closer to ei (or ´ei) in ℓ8 distance than all the other standard basis vectors. As shown in
Figure 2, the union of these sets form a full partition of the sphere only when ξ “ 0. While for small ξ ą 0,
each disjoint set excludes all the saddle points and maximizers, but their union covers most measure of the
sphere: when ξ “ p5 lognq´1, their union covers at least half of the sphere, and hence a random initialization
11The same θ´1 dependency also appears in [SQW16,LB18,BJS18,ZKW18,GBW18].
12The standard basis t˘eiuni“1 are exact global solutions for ℓ1-loss. The Huber loss we considered here introduces small approxi-
mation errors due to its smoothing effects.
13Here, we define }q´i}´18 “ `8when }q´i}8 “ 0, so that the set Si`ξ is compact and ei is also contained in the set.
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e1
e2
−e2
e3
−e3
ξ = 0
ξ = 5 log(n)
Figure 2: Illustration of the set S1`ξ in 3-dimension. Here we project the 3D unit sphere onto the plan
spanned by e2 and e3. Region 1 (purple region) denotes the interior of S
1`
ξ when ξ “ 0, where it includes
one unique target solution. In this case,
Ť
3
i“1 S
˘i
ξ forms a full partition of the sphere, and the saddle
points (denoted byˆ) and local maximizers (denoted by ) are on the boundary of the set. When ξ ą 0,
the boundary of the set S1`ξ shrinks so that saddle points and local maximizers are excluded. We show
the regularity condition (11) within S1`ξ , excluding a green region of order Opµq (i.e., Region 2) due to
the smoothing effect of the Huber. To obtain the exact solution within Region 2, rounding is required.
falls into one of the regions Si˘ξ with probability at least 1{2 [BJS18]. Therefore, we can only consider the
optimization landscapes on the sets Si˘ξ , where we show the Riemannian gradient of fpqq
grad fpqq :“ PqK∇fpqq “
`
I ´ qqJ˘∇f pqq
satisfies the following properties. For convenience, we will simply present the results in terms of Si`ξ p1 ď
i ď nq, but they also hold for Si´ξ .
Proposition 3.2 (Regularity Condition) Suppose θ P ` 1
n
, 1
3
˘
and µ ď cmin
!
θ, 1?
n
)
. When p satisfies (8), w.h.p.
over the randomness of txiupi“1, the Riemannian gradient of fpqq satisfies
xgradfpqq, qiq ´ eiy ě αpqq }q ´ ei} , (11)
for any q P Si`ξ with
a
1´ q2i ě µ, where the regularity parameter is
αpqq “
#
c1θp1´ θqqi
a
1´ q2i P rµ, γs
c1θp1´ θqn´1qi
a
1´ q2i ě γ
which increases as q gets closer to ei. Here γ P rµ, 1q is some constant.
Remark 2. Wedefer detailed proofs to Appendix C. Here, our result is statedwith respect to ei for the sake
of simplicity. It should be noted that asymptotically the global minimizer of (9) is βpRQ´1q´1ei rather than
ei, where β is a normalization factor. Nonetheless, asRQ
´1 « I, the global optimizer βpRQ´1q´1ei of (9) is
very close to ei, so that we can state a similar result with respect to βpRQ´1q´1ei. The regularity condition
(11) shows that any q P Si`ξ with
a
1´ q2i ě µ is not a stationary point. Similar regularity condition has
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been proved for phase retrieval [CLS15], dictionary learning [BJS18], etc. Such condition implies that the
negative gradient direction coincides with the direction to the target solution. Even when it is close to the
target, the lower bound on Riemannian gradient ensures that the gradient is large enough so that the iterate
still makes rapid progress to the target solution. Finally, it should be noted that the regularity condition
holds within all Si´ξ excluding a ball around ei of radius Opµq (see Figure 2). This is due to the smoothing
effect of the Huber. In the subsequent section, we will show how to obtain the exact solution within the ball
via a rounding procedure.
To ensure convergence of RGD, we also need to show the following property, so that once initialized in
Si`ξ the iterates of the RGDmethod implicitly regularize themselves staying in the set S
i`
ξ . This ensures that
the regularity condition (11) holds through the solution path of the RGD method.
Proposition 3.3 (Implicit Regularization) Under the same condition of Proposition 3.2, w.h.p. over the random-
ness of txiupi“1, the Riemannian gradient of fpqq satisfiesB
grad fpqq, 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qi
ei
F
ě c4 θp1 ´ θq
n
ξ
1` ξ , (12)
for all q P Si`ξ and any qj such that j ‰ i and q2j ě 13q2i .
Remark 3. We defer detailed proofs to Appendix C. In a nutshell, (12) guarantees that the negative gradi-
ent direction points towards ei component-wisely for relatively large components (i.e., q
2
j ě 13q2i , @j ‰ i).
With this, we can prove that those components will not increase after gradient update, ensuring the iterates
stay within the region Si`ξ . This type of implicit regularizations for the gradient has also been discovered
for many nonconvex optimization problems, such as low-rank matrix factorizations [GWB`17,MWCC17,
CLC18,CC18], phase retrieval [CCFM19], and neural network training [NTSS17].
3.2 From geometry to efficient optimization
Based on the geometric properties of the function we characterized in the previous section, we show how
they lead to efficient optimization via a two-stage optimization method. All the detailed proofs of con-
vergence are postponed to Appendix D, and the implementation details of our methods can be found in
Appendix I.
Phase 1: Finding an approximate solution via RGD.
Starting from a random initialization qp0q uniformly drawn from Sn´1, we solve the problem (4) via vanilla
RGD
qpk`1q “ PSn´1
´
qpkq ´ τ ¨ gradfpqpkqq
¯
, (13)
where τ ą 0 is the stepsize, and PSn´1 p¨q is a projection operator onto the sphere Sn´1.
Proposition 3.4 (Linear convergence of gradient descent) Suppose Proposition 3.2 andProposition 3.3 hold. With
probability at least 1{2, the random initialization qp0q falls into one of the regions Si˘ξ for some i P rns. Choosing a
fixed step size τ ď c
n
min
 
µ, n´3{2
(
in (13), we have›››qpkq ´ ei››› ď 2µ, @k ě N :“ C
θ
n4 log
ˆ
1
µ
˙
.
Because of the preconditioning and smoothing via Huber loss in (5), the geometry structure in Proposition
3.2 implies that the gradient descent method can only produce an approximate solution qs up to a precision
Opµq. Moreover, aswe can show that }ei´βpRQ´1q´1ei} ď µ{2, it does notmakemuch difference of stating
the result in terms of either ei or βpRQ´1q´1ei. Next, we show that, by using qs as a warm start, an extra
linear program (LP) rounding procedure produces an exact solution pRQ´1q´1ei up to a scaling factor in a
few iterations.
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Phase 2: Exact solutions via projected subgradient method for LP rounding.
Given the solution r “ qs of running the RGD, we recover the exact solution by solving the following LP
problem14
min
q
ζpqq :“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
››CxiRQ´1q››1 s.t. xr, qy “ 1. (14)
Since the feasible set xr, qy “ 1 is essentially the tangent space of the sphere Sn´1 at r, and r “ qs is pretty
close to the target solution, one should expect that the optimizer qr of (14) exactly recovers the inverse kernel
h up to a scaled-shift. The problem (14) is convex and can be directly solved using standard tools such as
CVX [GBY08], but it will be time consuming for large dataset. Instead, we introduce an efficient projected
subgradient method for solving (14),
qpk`1q “ qpkq ´ τ pkqPrKBζpqpkqq, (15)
where Bζpqq is the subgradient of ζp¨q at q. For convenience, let r :“ `RQ´1˘´J r, and define the distance
dpqq between q and the truth
distpqq :“ }dpqq} , dpqq :“ q ´ `RQ´1˘´1 eiri .
Proposition 3.5 Suppose µ ď 1
25
and let r “ qs which satisfies }r ´ ei} ď 2µ. Choose τ pkq “ ηkτ p0q with
τ p0q “ c1 log´2pnpq and η P r
`
1´ c2 log´2pnpq
˘1{2
, 1q. Under the same condition of Theorem 3.1, w.h.p. the
sequence tqpkqu produced by (15) with qp0q “ r converges to the target solution in a linear rate, i.e.,
distpqpkqq ď Cηk, @ k “ 0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Remark 4. Unlike smooth problems, in general, subgradientmethods for nonsmooth problems have to use
geometrically diminishing stepsize to achieve linear convergence15 [Gof77, LZSV18,DDMP18, LZSL19]. The
underlying geometry that supports the use of geometric diminishing step size and linear convergence in the
above proposition is the so-called sharpness property [BF93,DDMP18] of the problem (14). In particular, we
prove that w.h.p. ζpqq is sharp in the sense that
ζpqq ´ ζ
´`
RQ´1
˘´1
ei{ri¯ ě 1
50
c
2
π
θ ¨ distpqq, @ xr, qy “ 1.
In a nutshell, the above sharpness implies that piq a scaled version of ei is the unique global minimum of
(14), and piiq the objective function ζpqq increases at least proportional to the distance that q moves away
from the global minimum. This sharpness along with the convexity of (14) enables us to develop efficient
projected subgradient method that converges in a linear rate with geometrically diminishing step size.
Remark 5. It should be noted that the LP rounding problem (14) is stated in the same rotated space as (9),
which is only for analysis purposes. By plugging q “ Qq1 into (9) and abusing notations of q and q1, we get
back the actual rounding problem in the same space as the problem (4),
min
q
1
np
pÿ
i“1
}CyiPq}1 , s.t.
@
r1, q
D “ 1,
14Here, we state this problem in the same rotated space as (9). Since our geometric analysis is conducted in the rotated space, this is
for convenience of stating our result. We will state the original problem subsequently.
15Typical choices such as τ pkq “ Op1{kq and τ pkq “ Op1{?kq lead to sublinear convergence [BXM03].
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Figure 3: Comparison of iterate conver-
gence. p “ 50, n “ 200, θ “ 0.25.
Figure 4: Comparison of recovery proba-
bility with varying θ. p “ 50, n “ 500.
where r1 “ Qr “ Qqs is the actual solution produced by running the RGD.
Finally, we end this section by noting that although we use the matrix-vector form of convolutions in
(13) and (15), all the matrix-vector multiplications can be efficiently implemented by FFT, including the
preconditioning matrix in (6) which is also a circulant matrix. With FFT, the complexities of implementing
one gradient update in (13) and subgradient in (15) are both Oppn lognq for 1D problems.
4 Experiment
In this section, we demonstrate the performance of the proposedmethods on both synthetic and real dataset.
On the synthetic dataset, we compare the iterate convergence and phase transition for optimizing Huber, ℓ1,
and ℓ4 losses; for the real dataset, we demonstrate the effectiveness of our methods on sparse deconvolution
for super-resolution microscopy imaging.
4.1 Experiments on 1D synthetic dataset
First, we conduct a series of experiments on synthetic dataset to demonstrate the superior performance of
the vanilla RGD method (13). For all synthetic experiments, we generate the measurements yi “ a f xi
(1 ď i ď p), where the ground truth kernel a P Rn is drawn uniformly random from the sphere Sn´1 (i.e.,
a „ UpSn´1q), and sparse signals xi P Rn, i “ rps are drawn from i.i.d. Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution
xi „i.i.d. BGpθq.
We compare the performances of RGD16with random initialization on ℓ1-loss, Huber-loss, and the ℓ4-loss
considered in [LB18]. We use line-search for adaptively choosing stepsize. For more implementation details,
we refers the readers to Appendix I. For a fair comparison of optimizing all losses, we refine solutions with
the LP rounding procedure (14) optimized by projected subgradient descent (15), and use the same random
initialization uniformly drawn from the sphere.
For judging the success of recovery, let q‹ be a solution produced by the two-stage algorithm and we
define
ρaccpq‹q :“ }CaPq‹}8 { }CaPq‹} P r0, 1s.
16For ℓ1-loss, we use Riemannian subgradient method.
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(a) ℓ1-loss (b) Huber-loss (c) ℓ4-loss
Figure 5: Comparison of phase transition on pp, nq with fixed θ “ 0.25. Here white denotes successful
recovery while black indicates failure.
If q‹ achieves the target solution, it should satisfy Pq‹ “ sℓ rhs, with sℓ rhs being some circulant shift of
the inverse kernel of a and thus ρaccpq‹q “ 1. Therefore, we should expect ρaccpq‹q « 1 when an algo-
rithm produces a correct solution. For the following simulations, we assume successful recovery whenever
ρaccpq‹q ě 0.95.
Comparison of iterate convergence. Wefirst compare the convergence of our two-stage approach in terms
of the distance from the iterate to the target solution (up to a shift ambiguity) for all losses using RGD.
For Huber and ℓ4 losses, we run RGD for 100 iterations in Phase 1 and use the solution as warm start for
solving LP rounding in Phase 2. For ℓ1-loss, we run Riemannian subgradient descent without rounding. As
shown in Figure 3, in Phase 1, optimizing ℓ4-loss can only produce an approximate solution up to precision
10´2. In contrast, optimizing Huber-loss converges with much faster linear rate before iterates stagnate, and
produces much more accurate solutions as µ decreases, even without LP rounding. In Phase 2, for both
losses, projected subgradient descent converges linearly to the target solution. For ℓ1 loss, the experiments
tend to suggest that Riemannian subgradient exactly recovers the target solution in a linear rate evenwithout
LP rounding. We leave analyzing ℓ1-loss for future research.
Recovery with varying sparsity. Fixing n “ 500 and p “ 50, we compare the recovery probability with
varying sparsity level θ P p0, 0.6s. For Huber loss, we use µ “ 10´2. For each value of θ and each loss,
we run our two-stage optimization method and repeat the simulation 15 times. As illustrated in Figure 4,
optimizing Huber-loss enables successful recovery for much larger θ in comparison with that of ℓ4-loss. The
performances of optimizing ℓ1-loss and Huber-loss are quite similar, which achieves constant sparsity level
θ « 1{3 as suggested by our theory.
Phase transition on pp, nq. Finally, we fix θ “ 0.25, and test the dependency of sample number p on the
dimension n via phase transition plots. For Huber loss, we use µ “ 10´2. For each individual pp, nq, we run
our two-stage optimization method and repeat the simulation 15 times. In Figure 5, whiter pixels indicate
higher success probability, and vice versa. As illustrated in Figure 5, for each individualn, optimizingHuber-
loss requires much fewer samples p for recovery in comparison with that of ℓ4-loss. The performances of
optimizing ℓ1-loss and Huber-loss are comparable; we conjecture sample dependency for optimizing both
losses is p ě Ωppoly logpnqq, which is much better than our theory predicted. In contrast, optimizing ℓ4-loss
might need p ě Ωpnq samples. This is mainly due to the heavy-tailed behavior for high order polynomial of
random variables.
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(a) Observation (b) Ground truth (c) Huber-loss (d) ℓ4-loss
(e) Ground truth (f) Huber-loss (g) ℓ
4-loss
Figure 6: STORM imaging via solving MCS-BD. The first line shows (a) observed image, (b) ground
truth, (c) recovered image by optimizingHuber-loss, and (d) by ℓ4-loss. The second line, (e) ground truth
kernel, (f) recovered by optimizing Huber-loss, and (g) by ℓ4-loss.
4.2 Real experiment on 2D super-resolution microscopy imaging
As introduced in Section 1, stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy (STORM) is a new computation
based imaging technique which breaks the resolution limits of optical fluorescence microscopy [BPS`06,
HGM06, RBZ06]. The basic principle is using photoswitchable florescent probes to create multiple sparse
frames of individual molecules to temporally separates the spatially overlapping low resolution image,
Yilomon
frame
“ Alomon
PSF
f Xilomon
sparse point sources
` Nilomon
noise
, (16)
where f denotes 2D circular convolution, A is a 2D point spread function (PSF), tXiupi“1 are sparse point-
sources. The classical approaches solve the problem by fitting the blurred spots with Gaussian PSF us-
ing either maximum likelihood estimation or sparse recovery [HUK11, ZZEH12, SS14]. However, these
approaches suffer from limitations: piq for the case when the cluster of spots overlap, it is often compu-
tationally expensive and results in bad estimation; piiq for 3D imaging, the PSF exhibits aberration across
the focus plane [SN06], making it almost impossible to directly estimate it due to defocus and unknown
aberrations.
Therefore, given multiple frames tYiupi“1, in many cases we want to jointly estimate the PSFA and point
sources tXiupi“1. Once tXiupi“1 are recovered, we can obtain a high resolution image by aggregating all
sparse point sources Xi. We test our algorithms on this task, by using p “ 1000 frames from Tubulin Conj-
AL647 dataset obtained from SMLM challenge website17. The fluorescence wavelength is 690 nanometer
(nm) and the imaging frequency is f “ 25Hz. Each frame is of size 128ˆ 128with 100 nm pixel resolution,
and we solve the single-molecule localization problem on the same grid18. As demonstrated in Figure 6,
optimizing Huber-loss using our two-stage method can near perfectly recover both the underlying Bessel
PSF and point-sources tXiupi“1, producing accurate high resolution image. In contrast, optimizing ℓ4-loss
[LB18] fails to recover the PSF, resulting in some aliasing effects of the recovered high resolution image.
17Available at http://bigwww.epfl.ch/smlm/datasets/index.html?p=tubulin-conjal647 .
18Here, we are estimating the point sources Xi on the same pixel grid as the original image. To obtain even higher resolution
than the result we obtain here, people are usually estimating the points sources on a finer grid. This results in a simultaneous sparse
deconvolution and super-resolution problem, which could be an interesting problem for future research.
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5 Discussion and Conclusion
In this section, we first discuss related work on provable nonconvex methods for blind deconvolution and
dictionary learning. We then conclude by pointing out several promising directions for future research.
5.1 Relation to the literature
Aside from the multichannel sparse model we studied here, many other low-dimensional models for blind
deconvolution problems have been considered and investigated in the literature, that we discuss the rela-
tionship below.
Blind deconvolution with subspace model. Recently, there is a line of work studied the blind deconvo-
lution problem with a single input y “ a f x, where the unknown a and x either live in known low-
dimensional subspaces, or are sparse in some known dictionaries [ARR14,Chi16,LS15,LLB16,KK17,AD18,
Li18]. These results assumed that the subspaces/dictionaries are chosen at random, such that the problem
exhibits no signed shift ambiguity and can be provably solved either by convex relaxation [ARR14,Chi16]
or nonconvex optimization [LLSW18, MWCC17]. However, their application to real problem is limited
by the assumption of random subspace/dictionary model which is often not satisfied in practice. In con-
trast, sparsity is a more natural assumption that appears in many signal processing [TBSR17], imaging
[BPS`06,KT98,LWDF11] and neuroscience [GPAF03,ETS11,WLS`13,FZP17,PSG`16] applications.
Multichannel deconvolution via cross-relation based methods. The MCS-BD problem we considered
here is also closely related to the multichannel blind deconvolution with finite impulse response (FIR) mod-
els [XLTK95,MDCM95,HB98,LCKL08,LKR18,LTR18]. These methods utilize the second-order statistics of
the observation, resulting in problems of larger size than MCS-BD. They often solve the problem via least
squares or spectral methods. In particular, (i) Lin et al. [LCKL08] proposed an ℓ1-regularized least-squares
method based on convex relaxation. However, the convex method could suffer similar sparsity limitation
as [WC16,Cos17], and it limits to two channels without theoretical guarantees. Lee et al. [LKR18] proposed
an eigen approach for subspace model, and thus as discussed above it cannot directly handle our case with
random sparse nonzero support.
Short-and-sparse deconvolution. Another line of research related to this work is sparse blind deconvolu-
tion with short-and-sparse (SaS) model [ZLK`17,ZKW18,KLZW19,LQK`19]. They assume that there is a
single measurement of the form y “ a f x, that x is sparse and the length of the kernel a is much shorter
than y and x. In particular, Zhang et al. [ZKW18] formulated the problem as an ℓ4-maximization problem
over the sphere similar to [LB18], proving on a local region that every local minimizer is near a truncated
signed shift of a. Kuo et al. [KLZW19] studied a dropped quadratic simplification of bilinear Lasso objec-
tive [LQK`19], which provably obtains exact recovery for an incoherent kernel a and sparse x. However,
as the kernel and measurements are not the same length in SaS, the SaS deconvolution is much harder than
MCS-BD: the problem has spurious local minimizers such as shift-truncations, so that most of the results
there can only show benign local geometry structure regardless of the choice of objectives. This is in con-
trast to the MCS-BD problem we considered here, which has benign global geometric structure: as y and
a are of the same length, every local minimizer corresponds to a full shift of a and there is no spurious
local minimizer over the sphere [LB18]. On the other hand, despite the apparent similarity between the SaS
model andMCS-BD, these problems are not equivalent: it might seem possible to reduce SaS to MCS-BD by
dividing the single observation y into p pieces; this apparent reduction fails due to boundary effects (e.g.,
shift-truncations on each piece).
Finding the sparsest vectors in a subspace. As shown in [WC16], the problem formulation considered
here forMCS-BD can be regarded as a variant of finding the sparsest vectors in a subspace [QSW14]. Prior to
our result, similar ideas have led to new provable guarantees and efficient methods for several fundamental
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problems in signal processing andmachine learning, such as complete dictionary learning [SQW16,SQW17]
and robust subspace recovery [TV15, LM18, ZWR`18]. We hope the methodology developed here can be
applied to other problems falling in this category.
5.2 Future directions
We close this paper by pointing out several interesting directions for future work.
Improving sample complexity. Our result substantially improves upon [LB18]. However, there is still a
large sample complexity gap between our theory and practice. From the degree of freedom perspective
(e.g., [MDCM95]), a constant p is seemingly enough for solution uniqueness of MCS-BD. However, as the
problem is highly nonconvex with unknown nonzero supports of the signals txiu, to have provable efficient
methods, we conjecture that paying extra log factors p ě Ω ppoly logpnqq is necessary for optimizing ℓ1 and
Huber losses, which is empirically confirmed by the phase transitions in Figure 5 and experiments on 2D
super-resolution imaging. This is similar to recent results on provable efficient method for multichannel
blind deconvolution, which considers a different FIR model [LTR18,LKR18]. On the other hand, we believe
our far from tight sample complexity p ě Ω ppolypnqq is due to the looseness in our analysis: (i) tiny gra-
dient near the boundary of the set Si˘ξ for measure concentration, and (ii) loose control of summations of
dependent random variables. To seek improvement, as the iterates of RGD only visit a small measure of the
sphere, it could be better to perform an iterative analysis instead of uniformly characterizing the function
landscape over Si˘ξ . Additionally, for tighter concentration of summation of dependent random variables,
one might need to resort to more advanced probability tools such as decoupling [DlPG12, QZEW17] and
generic chaining [Tal14,D`15].
Huber vs. ℓ1 loss and smooth vs. nonsmooth optimization. Our choice of Huber loss rather than ℓ1 -loss
is to simplify theoretical analysis. Undoubtedly, ℓ1 -loss is a more natural sparsity promoting function and
performs better than Huber as demonstrated by our experiments. When ℓ1-loss is utilized, Figure 3 tends to
suggest that the underlying kernel and signals can be exactly recovered even without LP rounding19. How-
ever, on the theoric side, the subgradient of ℓ1-loss is non-Lipschitzwhich introduces tremendous difficulty in
controlling suprema of a random process and in perturbation analysis for preconditioning. Although recent
work [BJS18,DZD`19] introduced a novel method of controlling suprema of non-Lipschitz random process,
the difficulty of dealing with the preconditioning matrix in the subgradient remains very challenging. Sim-
ilar to the ideas of [LZSV18,CCD`19], one possibility might be showing weak convexity and sharpness of the
Lipschitz ℓ1-loss function, rather than proving the regularity condition for the non-Lipschitz subgradient.
We leave analyzing ℓ1-loss as a promising future research direction.
Solving MCS-BD with extra data structures. In applications such as super-resolution microscopy imag-
ing considered in Section 4.2, the data actually has more structures to be exploited. For example, the point
sources tXiupi“1 are often correlated that they share similar sparsity patterns, i.e., similar nonzero supports.
Therefore, one may want to enforce joint sparsity to capture this structure (e.g., by the }¨}1,2 norm). Ana-
lyzing this problem requires us to deal with probabilistic dependency across tXiupi“1 [LB18]. On the other
hand, we also want to solve the problem on a finer grid where the measurements are
Yi “ D rAfXis , 1 ď i ď p
instead of (16). Here D r¨s is a downsampling operator. We leaves these MCS-BD with the super-resolution
problems for future research.
19As the preconditioning matrix P introduces approximation errorRQ´1 « I from (9) to (10), this is against our intuition in some
sense.
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Solving other nonconvex problems. This work joins recent line of research on provable nonconvex op-
timization [JK`17, Sun, CLC18]. We believe the methodology developed here might be possible to be ex-
tended to other nonconvex bilinear problems. For instance, the blind gain and phase calibration prob-
lem [LLB16, LS18, LLB18] is closely related to the MCS-BD problem, as mentioned by [LB18]. It is also
of great interest to extend our approach for solving the so-called convolutional dictionary learning prob-
lem [CF17,GCW18], in which each measurement consists of a superposition of multiple circulant convolu-
tions:
yi “
Kÿ
k“1
ak f xik, 1 ď i ď p.
Given tyiupi“1wewant to recover all the kernels takuKk“1 and sparse signals txiku1ďkďK,1ďiďp simultaneously.
We suspect our approach can be used to tackle this challenging problem and the number of samples will
increase only proportionally to the number of kernels. We leave the full investigation as future work.
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Appendices
The appendices are organized as follows. In Appendix A we introduce the basic notations and problem
reductions that are used throughout the main draft and the appendix. We list the basic technical tools
and results in Appendix B. In Appendix C we describe and prove the main geometric properties of the
optimization landscape for Huber loss. In Appendix D, we provide global convergence analysis for the
propose Riemannian gradient descentmethods for optimizing theHuber loss, and the subgradientmethods
for solving LP rounding. All the technical geometric analysis are postponed to Appendix E, Appendix F,
Appendix G, and Appendix H. Finally, in Appendix I we describe the proposed optimization algorithms in
full details for all ℓ1, Huber, and ℓ4 losses.
A Basic Notations and Problem Reductions
Throughout this paper, all vectors/matrices are written in bold font a/A; indexed values are written as
ai, Aij . We use v´i to denote a subvector of v without the i-th entry. Zeros or ones vectors are defined as
0m or 1m with m denoting its length, and i-th canonical basis vector defined as ei. We use S
n´1 to denote
an n-dimensional unit sphere in the Euclidean space Rn. We use zpkq to denote an optimization variable z
at k-th iteration. We let rms “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,mu. Let Fn P Cnˆn denote a unnormalized nˆ n DFT matrix, with
}Fn} “
?
n, and F´1n “ n´1F ˚n . In many cases, we just use F to denote the DFT matrix. We define signp¨q as
signpzq “
#
z{ |z| , z ­“ 0
0, z “ 0
Some basic operators. We use Pv and PvK to denote projections onto v and its orthogonal complement,
respectively. We let PSn´1 to be the ℓ
2-normalization operator. To sum up, we have
PvKu “ u´
vvJ
}v}2v, Pvu “
vvJ
}v}2u, PSn´1v “
v
}v} .
Circular convolution andcirculantmatrices. The convolution operatorf is circularwithmodulo-m: paf xqi “řm´1
j“0 ajxi´j , and we usef to specify the circular convolution in 2D. For a vector v P Rm, let sℓrvs denote the
cyclic shift of v with length ℓ. Thus, we can introduce the circulant matrix Cv P Rmˆm generated through
v P Rm,
Cv “
»——————–
v1 vm ¨ ¨ ¨ v3 v2
v2 v1 vm v3
... v2 v1
. . .
...
vm´1
. . .
. . . vm
vm vm´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ v2 v1
fiffiffiffiffiffiffifl “
“
s0 rvs s1 rvs ¨ ¨ ¨ sm´1 rvs
‰
. (17)
Now the circulant convolution can also be written in a simpler matrix-vector product form. For instance, for
any u P Rm and v P Rm,
uf v “ Cu ¨ v “ Cv ¨ u.
In addition, the correlation between u and v can be also written in a similar form of convolution oper-
ator which reverses one vector before convolution. Let qv denote a cyclic reversal of v P Rm, i.e., qv “
rv1, vm, vm´1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , v2sJ, and define two correlation matrices C˚vej “ sjrvs and qCvej “ s´jrvs. The two
operators satisfy
C˚vu “ qv f u, qCvu “ v f qu.
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Notation for several distributions. We use i.i.d. to denote identically and independently distributed random
variables, and we introduce abbreviations for other distributions as follows.
• we use N pµ, σ2q to denote Gaussian distribution with mean µ and variance σ2;
• we use UpSn´1q to denote the uniform distribution over the sphere Sn´1;
• we use Bpθq to denote the Bernoulli distribution with parameter θ controling the nonzero probability;
• we use BGpθq to denote Bernoulli-Gaussian distribution, i.e., if u „ BGpθq, then u “ b ¨ g with b „ Bpθq
and g „ N p0, 1q;
• we use BRpθq to denote Bernoulli-Rademacher distribution, i.e., if u „ BRpθq, then u “ b ¨ r with
b „ Bpθq and r follows Rademacher distribution.
B Basic Tools
Lemma B.1 (Moments of the Gaussian Random Variable) IfX „ N `0, σ2X˘, then it holds for all integerm ě
1 that
E r|X |ms “ σmX pm´ 1q!!
«c
2
π
1m“2k`1 ` 1m“2k
ff
ď σmX pm´ 1q!!, k “ tm{2u.
Lemma B.2 (sub-Gaussian Random Variables) LetX be a centered σ2 sub-Gaussian random variable, such that
P p|X | ě tq ď 2 exp
ˆ
´ t
2
2σ2
˙
,
then for any integer p ě 1, we have
E r|X |ps ď `2σ2˘p{2 pΓpp{2q.
In particular, we have
}X}Lp “ pE r|X |psq
1{p ď σe1{e?p, p ě 2,
and E r|X |s ď σ?2π.
Lemma B.3 (Moment-Control Bernstein’s Inequality for Random Variables [FR13]) LetX1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , XN be i.i.d.
real-valued random variables. Suppose that there exist some positive numbers R and σ2X such that
E r|Xk|ms ď m!
2
σ2XR
m´2, for all integersm ě 2.
Let S
.“ 1
N
řN
k“1 Xk, then for all t ą 0, it holds that
P r|S ´ E rSs| ě ts ď 2 exp
ˆ
´ Nt
2
2σ2X ` 2Rt
˙
.
Lemma B.4 (Gaussian Concentration Inequality) Let g P Rn be a standard Gaussian random variable g „
N p0, Iq, and let f : Rn ÞÑ R denote an L-Lipschitz function. Then for all t ą 0,
P p|fpgq ´ E rfpgqs| ě tq ď 2 exp
ˆ
´ t
2
2L2
˙
.
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Lemma B.5 (Lemma VII.1, [SQW17]) Let M P Rn1ˆn2 with M „ BGpθq and θ P p0, 1{3q. For a given set
I Ď rn2s with |I| ď 98θn2, whenever n2 ě Cθ2n1 log
`
n1
θ
˘
, it holds
››vJMIc››1 ´ ››vJMI››1 ě n26
c
2
π
θ }v}
for all v P Rn1 , with probability at least 1´ cn´62 .
Lemma B.6 (Derivates of hµ pzq) The first two derivatives of hµ pzq are
∇hµ pzq “
#
sign pzq |z| ě µ
z{µ |z| ă µ , ∇
2hµ pzq “
#
0 |z| ą µ
1{µ |z| ă µ . (18)
Whenever necessary, we define ∇2hµ pµq “ 0, and write the “second derivative” as ∇2hµ pµq instead. Moreover for
all z, z1, ˇˇ
∇hµ pzq ´∇hµ
`
z1
˘ˇˇ ď 1
µ
ˇˇ
z ´ z1 ˇˇ . (19)
Lemma B.7 Let X „ N p0, σ2xq and Y „ N p0, σ2yq and Z „ N
`
0, σ2z
˘
be independent random variables. Then we
have
E rX1X`Yěµs “ σ
2
x?
2π
b
σ2x ` σ2y
exp
ˆ
´ µ
2
2pσ2x ` σ2yq
˙
, (20)
E
“
XY 1|X`Y |ďµ
‰ “ ´c 2
π
µσ2xσ
2
y`
σ2x ` σ2y
˘3{2 exp
˜
´ µ
2
2
`
σ2x ` σ2y
˘¸ , (21)
E
“|X |1|X|ąµ‰ “c 2
π
σx exp
ˆ
´ µ
2
2σ2x
˙
, (22)
E
“
XY 1|X`Y`Z|ăµ
‰ “ ´c 2
π
µ exp
˜
´ µ
2
2
`
σ2x ` σ2y ` σ2z
˘¸ σ2xσ2y`
σ2x ` σ2y ` σ2z
˘3{2 , (23)
E
“
X21|X|ăµ
‰ “ ´c 2
π
σxµ exp
ˆ
´ µ
2
2σ2x
˙
` σ2xP r|X | ă µs , (24)
E
“
X21|X`Y |ăµ
‰ “ ´c 2
π
µ
σ4x`
σ2x ` σ2y
˘3{2 exp
˜
´ µ
2
2
`
σ2x ` σ2y
˘¸` σ2xP r|X ` Y | ă µs . (25)
Proof Direct calculations.
Lemma B.8 (Calculus for Function of Matrices, Chapter X of [Bha13]) Let Snˆn be the set of symmetric ma-
trices of size nˆ n. We define a map f : Snˆn ÞÑ Snˆn as
fpAq “ UfpΛqU˚,
where A P Snˆn has the eigen-decompositionA “ UΛU˚. The map f is called (Fréchet) differentiable at A if there
exists a linear transformation on Snˆn such that for all∆
}fpA`∆q ´ fpAq ´DfpAqr∆s} “ o p}∆}q .
The linear operator DfpAq is called the derivative of f at A, and DfpAqr∆s is the directional derivative of f along
∆. If f is differentiable atA, then
DfpAqr∆s “ d
dt
fpA` t∆q
ˇˇˇˇ
t“0
.
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We denote the operator norm of the derivativeDfpAq as
}DfpAq} .“ sup
}∆}“1
}DfpAqr∆s} .
Lemma B.9 (Mean Value Theorem for Function of Matrices) Let f be a differentiable map from a convex subset
U of a Banach space X into the Banach space Y . Let A,B P U , and let L be the line segment joining them. Then
}fpBq ´ fpAq} ď }B ´A} sup
UPL
}DfpUq} .
Lemma B.10 (Theorem VII.2.3 of [Bha13]) LetA andB be operators whose spectra are contained in the open right
half-plane and open left half-plane, respectively. Then the solution of the equation AX ´XB “ Y can be expressed
as
X “
ż 8
0
e´tAY etBdt
Lemma B.11 Let fpAq “ A´1{2, defined the set of all nˆ n positive definite matrices Snˆn` , then we have
}DfpAq} ď 1
σ2minpAq
,
where σminpAq is the smallest singular value ofA.
Proof To bound the operator norm }DfpAq}, we introduce an auxiliary function
gpAq “ A´2, fpAq “ g´1pAq,
such that f and g are the inverse function to each other. Whenever g ˝ fpAq ­“ 0 (which is true for our case
A ą 0), this gives
DfpAq “ rDpg ˝ fqpAqs´1 “
”
DgpA´1{2q
ı´1
. (26)
This suggests that we can estimate DfpAq via estimating DgpAq of its inverse function g. Let
g “ h ˝ wpAq, hpAq “ A´1, wpAq “ A2,
such that their directional derivatives have simple form
DhpAqr∆s “ ´A´1∆A´1, DwpAqr∆s “ ∆A`A∆.
By using chain rule, simple calculation gives
DgpAqr∆s “ DhpwpAqq rDwpAqr∆ss ,
“ ´ `A´2∆A´1 `A´1∆A´2˘ .
Now by (26), the directional derivative
Z
.“ DfpAqr∆s
satisfies
AZA1{2 `A1{2ZA “ ´∆.
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SinceA ą 0, we write the eigen decomposition asA “ UΛU˚, withU orthogonal andΛ ą 0 diagonal. LetrZ “ U˚ZU and r∆ “ U˚∆U , then the equation above gives
Λ
1{2 rZ ´ rZ ´´Λ1{2¯ “ ´Λ´1{2 r∆Λ´1{2,
which is the Sylvester equation []. Since Λ1{2 and ´Λ1{2 do not have common eigenvalues, Lemma B.10
gives
DfpAqr∆s “ U
„ż 8
0
e´Λ
1{2τ
´
´Λ´1{2 r∆Λ´1{2¯ e´Λ1{2τdτU˚.
Thus, by Lemma B.8 we know that
}DfpAq} “ sup
}∆}“1
}DfpAqr∆s}
ď
ż 8
0
›››e´Λ1{2τ ´´Λ´1{2 r∆Λ´1{2¯ e´Λ1{2τ ››› dτ
ď
›››Λ´1{2 r∆Λ´1{2››› ż 8
0
e´σminτdτ ď 1
σ2minpAq
.
Lemma B.12 (Matrix Perturbation Bound) SupposeA ą 0. Then for any symmetric perturbationmatrix∆with
}∆} ď 1
2
σminpAq, it holds that ›››pA`∆q´1{2 ´A´1{2››› ď 4 }∆}
σ2minpAq
,
where σminpAq denotes the minimum singular value ofA.
Proof Let us denote fpAq “ A´1{2. Given a symmetric perturbation matrix∆, by mean value theorem, we
have ›››pA`∆q´1{2 ´A´1{2››› “ ››››ż 1
0
DfpA` t∆qr∆sdt
››››
ď
˜
sup
tPr0,1s
}DfpA` t∆q}
¸
¨ }∆} .
Thus, by Lemma B.11 and by using the fact that }∆} ď 1
2
σminpAq, we have›››pA`∆q´1{2 ´A´1{2››› ď ˜ sup
tPr0,1s
1
σ2minpA` t∆q
¸
}∆} ď 4 }∆}
σ2minpAq
,
as desired.
C Geometry: Main Results
In this part of the appendix, we prove our main geometric result stated in Section 3.1. Namely, we show the
objective introduced in (9)
min
q
fpqq :“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
Hµ
`
CxiRQ
´1q
˘
, s.t. }q} “ 1 (27)
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with
R “ Ca
˜
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
¸´1{2
, Q “ Ca
`
CJaCa
˘´1{2
,
have benign first-order geometric structure. Namely, we prove that the function satisfies the regularity con-
dition in Proposition C.1 and implicit regularization in Proposition C.2 properties over every one of the
sets
Si˘ξ :“
"
q P Sn´1 | |qi|}q´i}8
ě
a
1` ξ, qi ż 0
*
, ξ P p0,8q,
and we also show that the gradient is bounded all over the sphere (Proposition C.3). These geometric prop-
erties enable efficient optimization via vanilla Riemannian gradient descent methods. In Appendix D, we
will leverage on these properties for proving convergence of our proposed optimization methods.
As aforementioned in Section 3.1, the basic idea of our analysis is first reducing (27) to a simpler objective
min
q
rfpqq “ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
Hµ pCxiqq , s.t. }q} “ 1. (28)
by using the fact that R « Q and assuming RQ´1 “ I. In Appendix E and Appendix F, we show the
geometric properties hold in population for rfpqq. We turn these results into non-asymptotic version via
concentration analysis in Appendix G. Finally, we prove these results for fpqq in (27) via a perturbation
analysis in Appendix H.
First, we show that regularity condition of the Riemannian gradient of fpqq over the set Si˘ξ as follows.
Proposition C.1 (Regularity condition) Suppose θ ě 1
n
and µ ď c0 min
!
θ, 1?
n
)
. There exists some numerical
constant γ P p0, 1q, when the sample complexity
p ě Cmax
"
n,
κ8
θµ2σ2min
log4 n
*
ξ´2θ´2n4 log
ˆ
θn
µ
˙
,
with probability at least 1´ n´c1 ´ c2np´c3nθ over the randomness of txiupi“1, we have
xgradfpqq, qiq ´ eiy ě c4θp1´ θqqi }q ´ ei} ,
b
1´ q2i P rµ, γs , (29)
xgradfpqq, qiq ´ eiy ě c4θp1´ θqqin´1 }q ´ ei} ,
b
1´ q2i P
«
γ,
c
n´ 1
n
ff
, (30)
holds for any q P Si`ξ and each index i P rns. Here, c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, and C are positive numerical constants.
Proof Without loss of generality, it is enough to consider the case i “ n. For all q P Sn`ξ , we have
xgrad fpqq, qnq ´ eny
“
A
grad fpqq ´ grad rfpqq ` grad rfpqq ´ gradE ” rfpqqı` gradE ” rfpqqı , qnq ´ enE
ě
A
gradE
” rfpqqı , qnq ´ enE´ ˇˇˇAgrad fpqq ´ grad rfpqq, qnq ´ enEˇˇˇ
´
ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq ´ gradE ” rfpqqı , qnq ´ enEˇˇˇ .
From Proposition E.1, when θ ě 1
n
and µ ď c0 min
!
θ, 1?
n
)
, we know that in the worst case scenario,A
gradE
” rfpqqı , qnq ´ enE ě c1θp1 ´ θqξn´3{2 }q´n}
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holds for all q P Sn`ξ . On the other hand, by Corollary G.2, when p ě C1θ´2ξ´2n5 log
´
θn
µ
¯
, we haveˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq ´ gradE ” rfpqqı , qnq ´ enEˇˇˇ ď ›››grad rfpqq ´ gradE ” rfpqqı››› }qnq ´ en}
ď c1
3
θp1´ θqξn´3{2 }qnq ´ en}
holds for all q P Sn`ξ with probability at least 1´ np´c2θn´n exp
`´c3n2˘. Moreover, from Proposition H.1,
we know that when p ě C κ8n4
µ2θ3σ2
min
ξ2
log4 n log
´
θn
µ
¯
ˇˇˇA
grad fpqq ´ grad rfpqq, qnq ´ enEˇˇˇ ď }qnq ´ en} ¨ ›››gradfpqq ´ grad rfpqq›››
ď c1
3
θp1 ´ θqξn´3{2 }qnq ´ en}
holds for all q P Sn`ξ with probability at least 1´ c4p´c5nθ ´ n´c6 ´ ne´c7θnp. By combining all the bounds
above, we obtain the desired result.
Second, we show that the Riemannian gradient of fpqq also satisfies implicit regularization over Si˘ξ ,
such that iterates of the RGD method stays within one of the sets Si˘ξ for sufficiently small stepsizes.
Proposition C.2 (Implicit Regularization) Suppose θ ě 1
n
and µ ď c0?
n
. For any index i P rns, when the sample
p ě Cmax
"
n,
κ8
θµ2σ2min
log4 n
*
ξ´2θ´2n4 log
ˆ
θn
µ
˙
,
with probability at least 1´ n´c1 ´ c2np´c3nθ over the randomness of txiupi“1, we haveB
grad fpqq, 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qi
ei
F
ě c4 θp1 ´ θq
n
ξ
1` ξ , (31)
holds for all q P Si`ξ and any qj such that j ‰ i and q2j ě 13q2i . Here, c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, and C are positive numerical
constants.
Proof Without loss of generality, it is enough to consider the case i “ n. For all q P Sn`ξ , we haveB
gradfpqq, 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
F
“
B
gradfpqq ´ grad rfpqq ` grad rfpqq ´ gradE ” rfpqqı` gradE ” rfpqqı , 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
F
ě
B
gradE
” rfpqqı , 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
F
´
ˇˇˇˇB
gradfpqq ´ grad rfpqq, 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
Fˇˇˇˇ
´
ˇˇˇˇB
grad rfpqq ´ gradE ” rfpqqı , 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
Fˇˇˇˇ
.
From Proposition F.1, when θ ě 1
n
and µ ď c0?
n
, we know thatB
gradE
” rfpqqı , 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
F
ě θp1 ´ θq
4n
ξ
1` ξ
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holds for all q P Sn`ξ and any qj such that q2j ě 13q2i . On the other hand, by Corollary G.2, when p ě
C1θ
´2ξ´2n5 log
´
θn
µ
¯
, we haveˇˇˇˇB
grad rfpqq ´ gradE ” rfpqqı , 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
Fˇˇˇˇ
ď
›››grad rfpqq ´ gradE ” rfpqqı››› ¨ ›››› 1qj ej ´ 1qn en
››››
ď θp1´ θq
12n
ξ
1` ξ
holds for all q P Sn`ξ with probability at least 1´ np´c2θn ´ n exp
`´c3n2˘. For the last inequality, we used
the fact that ›››› 1qj ej ´ 1qn en
›››› “
d
1
q2j
` 1
q2n
ď 2?n.
Moreover, from Proposition H.1, we know that when p ě C κ8n4
µ2θ3σ2
min
ξ2
log4 n log
´
θn
µ
¯
ˇˇˇA
gradfpqq ´ grad rfpqq, qnq ´ enEˇˇˇ ď ›››grad fpqq ´ grad rfpqq››› ¨ ›››› 1qj ej ´ 1qn en
››››
ď θp1´ θq
12n
ξ
1` ξ
holds for all q P Sn`ξ with probability at least 1´ c4p´c5nθ ´ n´c6 ´ ne´c7θnp. By combining all the bounds
above, we obtain the desired result.
Finally, we prove that the Riemannian gradient of fpqq are uniformly bounded over the sphere.
Proposition C.3 (Bounded gradient) Suppose θ ě 1
n
and µ ď c0?
n
. For any index i P rns, when the sample
p ě Cmax
"
n,
κ8
θµ2σ2min
log4 n
*
θ´2n log
ˆ
θn
µ
˙
,
with probability at least 1´ n´c1 ´ c2np´c3nθ over the randomness of txiupi“1, we have
|xgrad fpqq, eiy| ď 2, (32)
}grad fpqq} ď 2
?
θn. (33)
holds for all q P Sn´1 and any index i P rns. Here, c0, c1, c2, c3 and C are positive numerical constants.
Proof For any index i P rns, we have
sup
qPSn´1
|xgrad fpqq, eiy| ď sup
qPSn´1
ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq, eiEˇˇˇ` sup
qPSn´1
ˇˇˇA
gradfpqq ´ grad rfpqq, eiEˇˇˇ
ď sup
qPSn´1
ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq, eiEˇˇˇ` ›››gradfpqq ´ grad rfpqq››› .
By Corollary G.3, when p ě C1n log
´
θn
µ
¯
, we have
sup
qPSn´1
ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq, eiEˇˇˇ ď 3
2
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holds for any index i P rnswith probability at least 1´np´c1θn´n exp p´c2pq. On the other hand, Proposition
H.1 implies that, when p ě C2 κ8nµ2θσ2
min
log4 n log
´
θn
µ
¯
,, we have
›››gradfpqq ´ grad rfpqq››› ď 1
2
,
holds with probability at least 1´ c3p´c4nθ ´n´c5 ´ne´c6θnp. Combining the bounds above gives (32). The
bound (33) can be proved in a similar fashion.
D Convergence Analysis
In this section, we prove the convergence result of proposed two-stage optimization method for Huber-
loss stated in Section 3.2. Firstly, we prove that the vanilla RGD converges to an approximate solution in
polynomial steps with linear rate. Second, we show linear convergence of subgradient method to the target
solution, which solves Phase-2 LP rounding problem.
Our analysis leverages on the geometric properties of the optimization landscape showed in Appendix C.
Namely, our following proofs are based on the results in Proposition C.1, Proposition C.2, and Proposition
C.3 (i.e., (29), (30), (32), and (33)) holding for the rest of this section.
D.1 Proof of linear convergence for vanilla RGD
First, assuming the geometric properties in Appendix C hold, we show that starting from a random initial-
ization, optimizing
min
q
fpqq “ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
Hµ
`
CxiRQ
´1q
˘
, s.t. q P Sn´1 (34)
via vanilla RGD in (13)
qpk`1q “ PSn´1
´
qpkq ´ τ ¨ grad fpqpkqq
¯
recovers an approximate solution with linear rate.
Theorem D.1 (Linear convergence of RGD) Given an initialization qp0q „ UpSn´1q uniform random drawn
from the sphere, choose a stepsize
τ “ cmin
"
1
n5{2
,
µ
n
*
,
then the vanilla gradient descent method for (5) produces a solution›››qpkq ´ ei››› ď 2µ
for some i P rns, whenever
k ě K :“ C
θ
max
"
n4,
n5{2
µ
*
log
ˆ
1
µ
˙
.
Proof [Proof of Theorem D.1]
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Initialization and iterate stays within the region. First, from Lemma D.3, we know that when ξ “ 1
5 log n
,
with probability at least 1{2, our random initialization qp0q falls into one of the sets
!
S1`ξ ,S
1´
ξ , . . . ,S
n`
ξ ,S
n´
ξ
)
.
Without loss of generality, we assume that qp0q P Sn`ξ .
Once qp0q initialized within the region Sn`ξ , from Lemma D.4, whenever the stepsize τ ď c0{
?
n, we
know that our gradient descent stays within the region Sn`ξ when the stepsize τ ď c1{
?
n for some c1 ą 0.
Based on this, to complete the proof, we now proceed by proving the following results.
Linear convergence until reaching }q ´ en} ď µ. From Proposition C.1, there exists some numerical con-
stant γ P pµ, 1q, such that the regularity condition
xgradfpqq, qnq ´ eny ě c2θp1 ´ θqn´3{2loooooooomoooooooon
α1
¨ }q ´ en} ,
a
1´ q2n P
«
γ,
c
n´ 1
n
ff
, (35)
xgradfpqq, qnq ´ eny ě c12θp1 ´ θqloooomoooon
α2
¨ }q ´ en} ,
a
1´ q2n P rµ, γs, (36)
holds w.h.p. for all q P Sn`ξ . As α2 ě α1, the regularity condition holds for all q with α “ α1. Select a
stepsize τ such that τ ď γ α1
2
?
2θn
. By Lemma D.5 and the regularity condition (35), we have›››qpkq ´ en›››2 ´ γ2
2
ď p1´ τα1qk
„›››qp0q ´ en›››2 ´ γ2
2

ď 2 p1´ τα1qk ,
where the last inequality utilizes the fact that
››qp0q ´ en››2 ď 2. This further implies that
1´ q2n ď
›››qpkq ´ en›››2 ď γ2
2
` 2 p1´ τα1qk ď γ2,
when
2 p1´ τα1qk ď γ
2
2
ùñ k ě K1 :“
log
`
γ2{4˘
log p1´ τα1q .
This implies that
a
1´ q2n ď γ for @ k ě K1. Thus, from (36), we know that the regularity condition holds
with α “ α2. Choose stepsize τ ď µα2
2
?
2θn
, apply Lemma D.5 again with α “ α2, for all k ě 1, we have›››qpK1`kq ´ en›››2 ´ µ2
2
ď p1´ τα2qk
ˆ›››qp0q ´ en›››2 ´ µ2
2
˙
ď `γ2 ´ µ2˘ p1´ τα2qk .
This further implies that ›››qpK1`kq ´ en›››2 ď µ2
2
`
ˆ
γ2 ´ µ
2
2
˙
p1´ τα2qk ď µ2
whenever ˆ
γ2 ´ µ
2
2
˙
p1´ τα2qk ď µ
2
2
ùñ k ě K2 :“
log
`
µ2{ `2γ2 ´ µ2˘˘
log p1´ τα2q .
Therefore, combining the results above, by using the fact that α1 “ c2θp1´ θqn´3{2 and α2 “ c12θp1´ θq,
we have
››qpkq ´ en›› ď µ whenever
τ ď min
"
γα1
2
?
2θn
,
µα2
2
?
2θn
*
“ Cmin
"
1
n5{2
,
µ
n
*
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and k ě K :“ K1 `K2 with
K “ log
`
4{γ2˘
log pp1´ τα1q´1q `
log
``
2γ2 ´ µ2˘ {µ2˘
log pp1´ τα2q´1q
ď c3
τα1
` c4
τα2
log
ˆ
1
µ
˙
ď c5
θ
max
"
n4,
n5{2
µ
*
log
ˆ
1
µ
˙
,
where we used the fact that log´1
`p1´ xq´1˘ ď 2{x for small x.
No jump away from an approximate solution en. Finally, we show that once our iterate reaches the region
S :“  q P Sn´1 | }q ´ en} ď 2µ( ,
it will stay within the region S, such that our final iterates will always stay close to an approximate solu-
tion en. Towards this end, suppose q
pkq P S. Therefore two possibilities: (i) µ ď ››qpkq ´ en›› ď 2µ (ii)››qpkq ´ en›› ď µ. If the case (i) holds, then our argument above implies that ››qpk`1q ´ en›› ď ››qpkq ´ en›› ď 2µ.
Otherwise
››qpkq ´ en›› ď µ, for which we have›››qpk`1q ´ en››› ď ›››qpkq ´ τ grad fpqq ´ en›››
ď
›››qpkq ´ en››› ` τ }grad fpqq} ď µ` 2τ?θn ď 2µ,
where we used the fact that τ ď µ?
θn
. Thus, by induction, we have qpk
1q P S for all future iterates k1 “
k ` 1, k ` 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ . This completes the proof.
Lemma D.2 For any q P Sn`ξ , we have
1´ q2n ď }q ´ en}2 ď 2
`
1´ q2n
˘ ď 2.
Proof We have
1´ q2n ď }q ´ en}2 “ }q´n}2 ` p1 ´ qnq2 }en}2 “ 2p1´ qnq “ 2
1´ q2n
1` q2n
ď 2p1´ q2nq
as desired.
Lemma D.3 (Random initialization falls into good region) Let qp0q „ UpSn´1q be uniformly random gener-
ated from the unit sphere Sn´1. When ξ “ 1
5 logn
, then with probability at least 1{2, qp0q belongs to one of the 2n sets!
S1`ξ ,S
1´
ξ , . . . ,S
n`
ξ ,S
n´
ξ
)
. The set qp0q belongs to is uniformly at random.
Proof We refer the readers to Lemma 3.9 of [BJS18] and Theorem 1 of [GBW18] for detailed proofs.
Lemma D.4 (Stay within the region Sn`ξ ) Suppose q
p0q P Sn`ξ with ξ ď 1. There exists some constant c ą 0,
such thatwhen the stepsize satisfies τ ď c?
n
, our Riemannian gradient iterate qpkq “ PSn´1
`
qpk´1q ´ τ ¨ gradfpqpk´1qq˘
satisfies qpkq P Sn`ξ for all k ě 1.
Proof We prove this by induction. For any k ě 1, suppose qpkq P Sn`ξ . For convenience, let gpkq “
gradfpqpkqq. Then, for any j ­“ k, we have˜
q
pk`1q
n
q
pk`1q
j
¸2
“
˜
q
pkq
n ´ τgpkqn
q
pkq
j ´ τgpkqj
¸2
.
We proceed by considering the following two cases.
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Case (i):
ˇˇˇ
q
pkq
n {qpkqj
ˇˇˇ
ě ?3. In this case, we have˜
q
pk`1q
n
q
pk`1q
j
¸2
“
˜
q
pkq
n ´ τgpkqn
q
pkq
j ´ τgpkqj
¸2
ě
˜
1´ τ ¨ gpkqn {qpkqn
q
pkq
j {qpkqn ´ τgpkqj {qpkqn
¸2
ě
ˆ
1´ 2τ?n
1{?3` 2τ?n
˙2
ě 2,
where the second inequality utilizes (32) and the fact q
pkq
n ě 1?n , and the last inequality follows when τ ď?
3´?2
2p?6`?3q
1?
n
.
Case (ii):
ˇˇˇ
q
pkq
n {qpkqj
ˇˇˇ
ď ?3. Proposition C.1 and Proposition C.2 implies that
g
pkq
j
q
pkq
j
ě 0, g
pkq
j
q
pkq
j
´ g
pkq
n
q
pkq
n
ě 0. (37)
By noting that
ˇˇˇ
q
pkq
j
ˇˇˇ
ě
ˇˇˇ
q
pkq
n
ˇˇˇ
{?3 ě 1{?3n and
ˇˇˇ
g
pkq
j
ˇˇˇ
ď 2, we have
τ ď 1
2
?
3n
ď q
pkq
j
g
pkq
j
ùñ τ ¨ g
pkq
j
q
pkq
j
ď 1. (38)
Thus, we have˜
q
pk`1q
n
q
pk`1q
j
¸2
“
˜
q
pkq
n
q
pkq
j
¸2˜
1` τ ¨ g
pkq
j {qpkqj ´ gpkqn {qpkqn
1´ τgpkqj {qpkqj
¸2
ě
˜
q
pkq
n
q
pkq
j
¸2˜
1` τ ¨
˜
g
pkq
j
q
pkq
j
´ g
pkq
n
q
pkq
n
¸¸2
ě
˜
q
pkq
n
q
pkq
j
¸2ˆ
1` τ ¨ θp1´ θq
4n
ξ
1` ξ
˙2
.
The first inequality follows from (37) and (38), and the second inequality directly follows from Proposition
C.2. Therefore, when ξ ď 1, this implies that qpk`1q P Sn`ξ . By induction, this holds for all k ě 1.
In the following, we show that the iterates get closer to en.
Lemma D.5 (Iterate contraction) For any q P Sn`ξ , assuming the following regularity condition
xgradfpqq, qiq ´ eny ě α }q ´ en} (39)
holds for a parameterα ą 0. Then if qpkq P Sn`ξ and the stepsize τ ď c αθn , the iterate qpk`1q “ PSn´1 pq ´ τ ¨ gradfpqqq
satisfies ›››qpk`1q ´ en›››2 ´ ˆ2τθn
α
˙2
ď p1´ ταq
«›››qpkq ´ en›››2 ´ ˆ2τθn
α
˙2ff
.
Proof First, note that›››qpk`1q ´ en›››2 “ ›››PSn´1 ´qpkq ´ τ ¨ gradfpqpkqq¯´ PSn´1penq›››2
ď
›››qpkq ´ τ ¨ grad fpqpkqq ´ en›››2
“
›››qpkq ´ en›››2 ´ 2τ ¨ Agradfpqpkqq, qpkq ´ enE` τ2 ›››gradfpqpkqq›››2
ď
›››qpkq ´ en›››2 ´ 2τα ›››qpkq ´ en››› ` 4τ2θn,
32
where the first inequality utilizes the fact that PSn´1p¨q is 1-Lipschitz continuous, and the last line follows
from (39) and (33) in Proposition C.3. We now subtract both sides by
`
2τθn
α
˘2
,›››qpk`1q ´ en›››2 ´ ˆ2τθn
α
˙2
ď
›››qpkq ´ en›››2 ´ ˆ2τθn
α
˙2
´ 2τα
ˆ›››qpkq ´ en››› ´ 2τθn
α
˙
“
«
1´ 2τα
ˆ›››qpkq ´ en››› ` 2τθn
α
˙´1ff«›››qpkq ´ en›››2 ´ ˆ2τθn
α
˙2ff
ď p1´ ταq
«›››qpkq ´ en›››2 ´ ˆ2τθn
α
˙2ff
,
where the last inequality follows because›››qpkq ´ en›››2 ď 2, τ ď ˆ1´ 1?
2
˙
α
θn
,
such that
}q ´ en} ` 2τθn
α
ď 2.
This completes the proof.
D.2 Proof of exact recovery via LP rounding
To obtain exact solutions, we use the approximate solution q‹ from Phase-1 gradient descent method as a
warm start r “ q‹, and consider solving a convex Phase-2 LP rounding problem introduced in (14)
min
q
ζpqq :“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
››CxiRQ´1q››1 , s.t. xr, qy “ 1.
In the following, we show the function is sharp around [BF93,LZSL19] the target solution, so that projected
subgradient descent methods converge linearly to the truth with geometrically decreasing stepsizes.
D.2.1 Sharpness of the objective function.
Proposition D.6 Suppose θ P ` 1
n
, 1
3
˘
and r satisfies
}r´n}
rn
ď 1
20
. (40)
Whenever p ě C κ8
θσ2
min
pCaq log
3 n, with probability at least 1´ p´c1nθ ´ n´c2 , the function ζpqq is sharp in a sense
that
ζpqq ´ ζ
ˆ`
RQ´1
˘´1 enrn
˙
ě 1
50
c
2
π
θ
››››q ´ `RQ´1˘´1 enrn
›››› (41)
for any feasible q with xr, qy “ 1. Here, r“ `RQ´1˘´J r.
Proof Let us denote rq “ RQ´1q. Then we can rewrite our original problem as
minrq rζprqq “ 1np
pÿ
i“1
}Cxi rq}1 s.t. xr, rqy “ 1,
33
which is reduced to the orthogonal problem in (42) of Lemma D.7. To utilize the result in Lemma D.7, we
first prove that r satisfies (43) if r satisfies (40). Towards that end, note that
r “ `RQ´1˘´J r “ r ` ´`RQ´1˘´J ´ I¯ r.
By Lemma H.4, we know that, for any δ P p0, 1q, whenever p ě C κ8
θδ2σ2
min
pCaq log
3 n,›››´`RQ´1˘´J ´ I¯ r››› ď ›››`RQ´1˘´1 ´ I››› }r} ď 2δ }r}
holds with probability at least 1´ p´c1nθ ´ n´c2 . This further implies that
rn ě rn ´ 2δ }r} , }r´ n} ď }r´n} ` 2δ }r} .
Therefore, by choose δ sufficiently small, we have
}r´ n}rn ď }r´n} ` 2δ }r}rn ´ 2δ }r} “ }r´n} {rn ` 2δ
b
1` p}r´n} {rnq2
1´ 2δ
b
1` p}r´n} {rnq2
ď 1
10
,
where the last inequality follows from (40). Therefore, by Lemma D.7, we obtain
ζpqq ´ ζ
ˆ`
RQ´1
˘´1 enrn
˙
“ rζpqq ´ rζ ˆenrn
˙
ě 1
25
c
2
π
θ
››››rq ´ enrn
››››
“ 1
25
c
2
π
θ
››››`RQ´1˘ ¨ ˆq ´ `RQ´1˘´1 enrn
˙››››
ě 1
25
c
2
π
θ ¨ σmin
`
RQ´1
˘ ¨ ››››q ´ `RQ´1˘´1 enrn
››››
By Lemma H.4, we know that
›››`RQ´1˘´1››› ď 1` 2δ, so that
σmin
`
RQ´1
˘ “ ›››`RQ´1˘´1›››´1 ě 1
1` 2δ .
Thus, this further implies that
ζpqq ´ ζ
ˆ`
RQ´1
˘´1 enrn
˙
ě 1
25
c
2
π
θ
1` 2δ ¨
››››q ´ `RQ´1˘´1 enrn
›››› ,
as desired.
Lemma D.7 (Sharpness for the orthogonal case) Consider the following problem
min
q
rζpqq :“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
}Cxiq}1 s.t. xr, qy “ 1, (42)
with r P Sn´1 satisfying
}r´n}
rn
ď 1
10
, rn ą 0. (43)
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Whenever p ě C
θ2
n log
`
n
θ
˘
, with probability at least 1´ c1np´6 ´ c2ne´c3θ2p, the function rζpqq is sharp in a sense
that
rζpqq ´ rζ ˆen
rn
˙
ě 1
25
c
2
π
θ
››››q ´ enrn
››››
for any feasible q with xr, qy “ 1.
Proof Observing that xr, qy “ rJ´nq´n ` rnqn “ 1, we have
}r´n} }q´n} ě rJ´nq´n “ rn
ˆ
1
rn
´ qn
˙
ě rn
ˆ
1
rn
´ |qn|
˙
.
This further implies that
1
rn
´ |qn| ď }r´n}
rn
}q´n} . (44)
Second, we have ››››q ´ enrn
›››› “
dˆ
1
rn
´ qn
˙2
` }q´n}2 ď
d
1`
ˆ}r´n}
rn
˙2
}q´n} ,
which implies that ˜
1`
ˆ}r´n}
rn
˙2¸´1{2 ››››q ´ enrn
›››› ď }q´n} . (45)
We now proceed by considering the following two cases.
Case i: |qn| ě 1rn . In this case, we have
rζpqq ´ rζ ˆen
rn
˙
ě 1
6
c
2
π
θ }q´n} ě 1
6
c
2
π
θ
˜
1`
ˆ}r´n}
rn
˙2¸´1{2 ››››q ´ enrn
››››
ě 5
33
c
2
π
θ
››››q ´ enrn
›››› ,
where the first inequality follows by (46), the second inequality follows by (45), and the last inequality follows
because
}r´n}
rn
ď 1
10
.
Case ii: |qn| ď 1rn . In this case, we have
rζpqq ´ rζ ˆen
rn
˙
ě 1
6
c
2
π
θ }q´n} ´ 5
4
c
2
π
θ
ˆ
1
rn
´ |qn|
˙
ě θ
˜
1
6
c
2
π
´ 5
4
c
2
π
}r´n}
rn
¸
}q´n}
ě θ
˜
1
6
c
2
π
´ 5
4
c
2
π
}r´n}
rn
¸˜
1`
ˆ}r´n}
rn
˙2¸´1{2 ››››q ´ enrn
››››
ě θ
25
c
2
π
››››q ´ enrn
›››› ,
35
where the first inequality follows by (46), the second inequality follows from (44), the third inequality follows
from (45), and the last one follows because
}r´n}
rn
ď 1
10
.
Combining the results in both cases, we obtain the desired result.
Lemma D.8 Suppose θ P ` 1
n
, 1
3
˘
. Whenever p ě C
θ2
n log
`
n
θ
˘
, we have
rζpqq ´ rζ ˆen
rn
˙
ě
$&%
1
6
b
2
π
θ }q´n} , if |qn| ´ 1rn ě 0,
1
6
b
2
π
θ }q} ´ 5
4
b
2
π
θ
´
1
rn
´ |qn|
¯
, if |qn| ´ 1rn ă 0,
(46)
holds with probability at least 1´ c1np´6 ´ c2ne´c3θ2p.
Proof For each j P rns, let us define an index set Ij :“
 
i P rps : psj rqxisqn ‰ 0(, and let us define events
E :“
n´1č
j“0
Ej, Ej :“
"
|Ii| ď 9
8
θp
*
, p0 ď j ď n´ 1q.
By Hoeffding’s inequality and a union bound, we know that
P pEcq ď
n´1ÿ
j“0
P
`
Ecj
˘ ď n exp `´pθ2{2˘ .
Based on this, we have
rζpqq ´ rζ ˆen
rn
˙
“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
}Cxiq}1 ´
1
np
1
rn
pÿ
i“1
}xi}1
“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
n´1ÿ
j“0
|xsj rqxis , qy| ´ 1
np
1
rn
pÿ
i“1
}xi}1
ě 1
np
ˆ
|qn| ´ 1
rn
˙ pÿ
i“1
}xi}1 `
1
np
n´1ÿ
j“0
¨˝ÿ
iPIc
j
|xpsj rqxisq´n, q´ny| ´ ÿ
iPIj
|xpsj rqxisq´n, q´ny|‚˛
“ 1
np
ˆ
|qn| ´ 1
rn
˙ pÿ
i“1
}xi}1 `
1
np
n´1ÿ
j“0
´›››qJ´nM jIc
j
›››
1
´
›››qJ´nM jIj ›››1¯ ,
where we denote M j “ “psj rqx1sq´n psj rqx2sq´n ¨ ¨ ¨ psj rqxpsq´n‰, and M jI denote a submatrix of M j
with columns indexed by I. Conditioned on the event E , by Lemma B.5 and a union bound, whenever
p ě C
θ2
n log
`
n
θ
˘
, we have
›››qJ´nM jIc
j
›››
1
´
›››qJ´nM jIj ›››
1
ě p
6
c
2
π
θ }q´n} , @ q´n P Rn´1, p0 ď j ď n´ 1q
with probability at least 1´ cnp´6. On the other hand, by Gaussian concentration inequality, we have
P
˜
1
np
pÿ
i“1
}xi}1 ě
5
4
c
2
π
θ
¸
ď exp
ˆ
´ θ
2p
64π
˙
.
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Therefore, combining all the results above, we have
rζpqq ´ rζ ˆen
rn
˙
ě
$&%
1
6
b
2
π
θ }q´n} , if |qn| ´ 1rn ě 0,
1
6
b
2
π
θ }q} ´ 5
4
b
2
π
θ
´
1
rn
´ |qn|
¯
, if |qn| ´ 1rn ă 0,
as desired.
D.3 Linear convergence for projection subgradient descent for rounding
Nowbased on the sharpness condition, we are ready to show that the projected subgradient descentmethod
qpk`1q “ qpkq ´ τ pkqPrKgpkq, gpkq “
pÿ
i“1
`
RQ´1
˘J
CJxi sign
´
CxiRQ
´1qpkq
¯
.
on ζpqq converges linearly to the target solution up to a scaling factor. For convenience, let us first define the
distance between the iterate and the target solution
dpkq :“
›››spkq››› , spkq :“ qpkq ´ `RQ´1˘´1 enrn ,
and several parameters
α :“ 1
50
c
2
π
θ, β :“ 36 logpnpq.
We show the following result.
Proposition D.9 Suppose θ P ` 1
n
, 1
3
˘
and r satisfies
}r´n}
rn
ď 1
20
, rn ą 0, }r} “ 1. (47)
Let qpkq be the sequence generated by the projected subgradient method (cf. Algorithm 3) with initialization qp0q “ r
and geometrically decreasing step size
τ pkq “ ηkτ p0q, τ p0q “ 16
25
α
β2
,
d
1´ α
2
2β2
ď η ă 1 (48)
Whenever p ě C κ8
θσ2
min
pCaq log
3 n, with probability at least 1´ p´c1nθ ´ n´c2 , the sequence  qpkq(
kě0 satisfies››››qpkq ´ `RQ´1˘´1 enrn
›››› ď 25ηk, (49)
for all iteration k “ 0, 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ .
Proof Given the initialization qp0q “ r, we have
dp0q “
››››r ´ `RQ´1˘´1 enrn
›››› ď ›››`RQ´1˘´1››› ››››r´ enrn
››››
ď 10
9
¨
˜
}r´ n}2 ` ˆrn ´ 1rn
˙2¸1{2
,
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where the last inequality we used Lemma H.4. From the argument in Proposition D.6, we know that (47)
implies }r´ n} {rn ď 1{10. By the fact that }r} ď 10{9, we have
}r´ n} ď 1
9
,
ˇˇˇˇrn ´ 1rn
ˇˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
8
9
´ 9
8
ˇˇˇˇ2
ď 1
4
ùñ dp0q ď 2
5
. (50)
On the other hand, notice that´
dpk`1q
¯2
“
››››qpkq ´ τ pkqPrKgpkq ´ `RQ´1˘´1 enrn
››››2
“
´
dpkq
¯2
´ 2τ pkq
A
spkq,PrKg
pkq
E
`
´
τ pkq
¯2 ›››PrKgpkq›››2
By Lemma D.10, we know that when p ě C κ8
θσ2
min
pCaq log
3 n, for any k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,›››PrKgpkq›››2 ď 36 log pnpq “ β
holdswith probability at least 1´p´c1nθ´n´c2 . On the other hand, by the sharpness property of the function
in Proposition D.6, for any k “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ ,A
spkq,PrKg
pkq
E
“
A
spkq, gpkq
E
ě ζ
´
qpkq
¯
´ ζ
ˆ`
RQ´1
˘´1 enrn
˙
ě 1
50
c
2
π
θ
››››qpkq ´ `RQ´1˘´1 enrn
›››› “ α ¨ dpkq,
where the first equality follows from the fact that
@
r, spkq
D “ 0 so that PrKspkq “ spkq, the first inequality
follows from the fact that ζpqq is convex, and the second inequality utilizes the sharpness of the function in
Proposition D.6 given the condition (47). Thus, we have´
dpk`1q
¯2
ď
´
dpkq
¯2
´ 2α ¨ τ pkq ¨ dpkq ` β2 ¨
´
τ pkq
¯2
.
Nowwe proceed to prove (49) by induction. It is clear that (49) holds for qp0q. Suppose qpkq satisfies (49), i.e.,
dpkq ď ηkdp0q for some k ě 1. The quadratic term of dpkq on the right hand side of the inequality above will
obtain its maximum at 2
5
ηk due to the definition of τ p0q and dp0q ď 2
5
as shown in (50). This, together with
τ pkq “ ητ pk´1q, it gives´
dpk`1q
¯2
ď 4
25
η2k ´ 4
5
α ¨ η2kτ p0q ` β2 ¨ η2k
´
τ p0q
¯2
“ 4
25
η2k ¨
„
1´ 5ατ p0q ` 25
4
β2
´
τ p0q
¯2
ď η2k`2 ¨
´
dp0q
¯2
where the last inequality follows from (48), where
1´ 5ατ p0q ` 25
4
β2
´
τ p0q
¯2
ď 1´ ατ p0q ď 1´ α
2
2β2
ď η2 ă 1.
This completes the proof.
Lemma D.10 Suppose θ P ` 1
n
, 1
3
˘
. Whenever p ě C κ8
θσ2
min
pCaq log
3 n, we have
ρ :“ sup
q:qJr“1
1
np
›››››PrK
pÿ
i“1
`
RQ´1
˘J
CJxi sign
`
CxiRQ
´1q
˘››››› ď 6alogpnpq (51)
holds with probability at least 1´ p´c1nθ ´ n´c2 .
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Proof We have
ρ ď 1
np
››RQ´1›› pÿ
i“1
˜
}Cxi} sup
q:qJr“1
››sign `CxiRQ´1q˘››
¸
.
Since the signp¨q function is bounded by 1, we have
ρ ď 1
np
››RQ´1›› ¨˜ pÿ
i“1
}Fxi}8
¸
¨ ?n,
where we used the fact that }Cxi} “ }Fxi}8. As xi „i.i.d. BGpθq, let xi “ bi d gi with bi „ Bpθq and
gi „ N p0, Iq. Then we have
}Cxi} “ }Fxi}8 “ max
1ďjďn
ˇˇpfj d biq˚ gi ˇˇ .
By Gaussian concentration inequality in Lemma B.4 and a union bound, we have
P
ˆ
max
1ďiďp
}Fxi} ě t
˙
ď pnpq ¨ exp
ˆ
´ t
2
2n
˙
.
Choose t “ 4
a
n log pnpq, then we have
max
1ďiďp
}Fxi} ď 4
a
n log pnpq,
with probability at least 1 ´ pnpq´7. On the other hand, by Lemma H.4, we know that whenever p ě
C κ
8
θσ2
min
pCaq log
3 n, we have ››RQ´1›› ď 3
2
,
holds with probability at least 1´ p´c1nθ ´ n´c2 . Combining all the results above, we obtain
ρ ď 1
np
¨ 3
2
¨
´
4p
a
n log pnpq
¯
¨ ?n “ 6
a
logpnpq,
as desired.
E Regularity Condition in Population
Here, we show that the reduced objective introduced in (28)
min
q
rfpqq “ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
Hµ pCxiqq , s.t. }q} “ 1.
satisfies the regularity condition in population (pÑ `8) on the set
Si˘ξ :“
"
q P Sn´1 | |qi|}q´i}8
ě
a
1` ξ, qi ż 0
*
,
for every i P rns and ξ ą 0.
Proposition E.1 Whenever θ P ` 1
n
, c0
˘
and µ ď c1 min
!
θ, 1?
n
)
, we haveA
E
”
grad rfpqqı , qiq ´ eiE ě c2θp1 ´ θqqi }q´i} , b1´ q2i P rµ, c3s (52)A
E
”
grad rfpqqı , qiq ´ eiE ě c2θp1 ´ θqqin´1 }q´i} , b1´ q2i P
«
c3,
c
n´ 1
n
ff
, (53)
hold for any q P Si˘ξ and each i P rns.
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Remarks. For proving this result, we first introduce some basic notations. We use I to denote the generic
support set of q P Sn´1 of i.i.d. Bpθq law. Since the landscape is symmetric for each i P rns, without loss of
generality, it is enough to consider the case when i “ n. We reparameterize q P Sn´1 by
qpwq : w ÞÑ
«
wb
1´ }w}2
ff
, (54)
wherew P Rn´1 with }w} ď
b
n´1
n
. We write
qI “
„
wJ
qn1nPI

,
where we use J to denote the support set of w of i.i.d. Bpθq law.
Proof We denote
gpwq “ hµ
ˆ
wJx´n ` xn
b
1´ }w}2
˙
(55)
Note that if en is a local minimizer of E
” rfpqqı, then E rgpwqs has a corresponding local minimum at 0. Since
gp¨q satisfies chain rule when computing its gradient, we have
xE r∇gpwqs ,w ´ 0y “
C«
In´1
´wa
1´ }w}2
ff
∇E
” rfpqqı ,wG
“
B
E
”
∇ rfpqqı , q ´ 1
qn
en
F
“ 1
qn
A
E
”
grad rfpqqı , qnq ´ enE ,
which gives A
E
”
grad rfpqqı , qnq ´ enE “ qn xE r∇gpwqs ,wy . (56)
Thus, the above relationship implies that we can work on the “unconstrained" function gpwq and establish
the following: for any qpwq P Sn`ξ with ξ ą 0, or equivalently,
}w}2 ` p1` ξq }w}28 ď 1,
the following holds
x∇E rgpwqs ,w ´ 0y Á }w} .
When }w} P rc0µ, c1s, Lemma E.4 implies that
wJ∇E rgpwqs ě c2θp1 ´ θq }w} .
By Lemma E.5, we know that when c1 ď }w} ď
b
n´1
n
,
wJ∇2E rgpwqsw ď ´c3θp1 ´ θq }w}2 ,
which implies concavity of gpwq along the w direction. Let us denote v “ w{ }w}, then the directional
concavity implies that
tvJ∇E rgptvqs ě pt1vqJ∇E “gpt1vq‰` c4θp1´ θq `t1 ´ t˘ ,
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for any t, t1 P
”
c1,
b
n´1
n
ı
. Choose t1 “ }w}?}w}2`}w}28 and t “ }w}, by Lemma E.3, we know that
wJ∇E rgpwqs ě c4θp1 ´ θq }w}
¨˝
1b
}w}2 ` }w}28
´ 1‚˛.
The function
hvptq .“ }tv}b
}tv}2 ` }tv}28
´ }tv} “ 1b
1` }v}28
´ t
is obviously monotonically decreasing w.r.t. t. Since q P Sn`ξ , we have
}tv}2 ` p1` ξq }tv}28 ď 1 ùñ t ď
1b
1` p1` ξq }v}28
.
Therefore, we can uniformly lower bound hvptq by
hvptq ě 1b
1` }v}28
´ 1b
1` p1 ` ξq }v}28
ě ξ }v}28 ě ξn´1
Therefore, we have
wJ∇E rgpwqs ě c4ξθp1 ´ θqn´1 }w} ,
when }w} P
”
c1,
b
n´1
n
ı
. Combining the bounds above, we obtain the desired results.
Lemma E.2 Suppose g P N p0, Inq, we have
wJ∇E rgpwqs “ 1
µ
EI
”´
}qI}2 ´ 1nPI
¯
P
`ˇˇ
qJI g
ˇˇ ď µ˘ı . (57)
Proof In particular, exchange of gradient and expectation operator can again be justified. By simple calcu-
lation, we obtain that
∇gpwq “ ∇hµ
`
qJx
˘ˆ
x´n ´ xn
qn
w
˙
“
$&%
qJx
µ
´
x´n ´ xnqn w
¯
,
ˇˇ
qJx
ˇˇ ď µ
sign
`
qJx
˘ ´
x´n ´ xnqn w
¯
,
ˇˇ
qJx
ˇˇ ą µ. (58)
Thus, we obtain
wJ∇E rgpwqs
“ E
„
sign
`
qJx
˘ˆ
wJx´n ´ xn
qn
}w}2
˙
1|qJx|ěµ

` E
„
qJx
µ
ˆ
wJx´n ´ xn
qn
}w}2
˙
1|qJx|ďµ

“ E
„
sign
`
qJx
˘ˆ
qJx´ xn
qn
˙
1|qJx|ěµ

` 1
µ
E
„`
qJx
˘ˆ
qJx´ xn
qn
˙
1|qJx|ďµ

,
where we used the fact that
wJx´n ´ xn
qn
}w}2 “ wJx´n ` qnxn ´ xn }w}
2 ` q2n
qn
“ qJx´ xn
qn
.
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Let Z “ X ` Y , with
X “ wJx´n „ N p0, }wJ }2q, Y “ qnxn „ N p0, q2n1nPIq, Z „ N p0, }qI}2q. (59)
This gives
wJ∇E rgpwqs “ E “ˇˇqJxˇˇ1|qJx|ěµ‰´ 1
qn
E
“
sign
`
qJx
˘
xn1|qJx|ěµ
‰
` 1
µ
E
”`
qJx
˘2
1|qJx|ďµ
ı
´ 1
qnµ
E
“
xn
`
wJx´n
˘
1|qJx|ďµ
‰´ 1
µ
E
“
x2n1|qJx|ďµ
‰
“ E “|Z|1|Z|ěµ‰´ 1
q2n
E
“
sign pX ` Y qY 1|X`Y |ěµ
‰` 1
µ
E
“
Z21|Z|ďµ
‰
´ 1
µq2n
E
“
XY 1|X`Y |ďµ
‰´ 1
µq2n
E
“
Y 21|X`Y |ďµ
‰
.
Now by Lemma B.7, we have
E
“|Z|1|Z|ěµ‰ “ c 2
π
EI
«
}qI} exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
E
“
sign pX ` Y qY 1|X`Y |ěµ
‰ “ q2nc 2πE
«
1nPI
}qI} exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
E
“
Z21|Z|ďµ
‰ “ ´µc 2
π
EI
«
}qI} exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
` EI
”
}qI}2 P
`ˇˇ
qJI g
ˇˇ ď µ˘ı
E
“
XY 1|X`Y |ďµ
‰ “ ´µq2nc 2πEI
«
1nPI }wJ }2
}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
E
“
Y 21|X`Y |ďµ
‰ “ ´µq4nc 2πEI
«
1nPI
}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
` q2nEI
“
1nPIP
`ˇˇ
qJI g
ˇˇ ď µ˘‰
Putting the above calculations together and simplify, we obtain the desired result in (57).
Lemma E.3 When for any w P Rn´1 satisfies }w}2 ` }w}28 ď 1, we have
wJ∇E rgpwqs ě 0.
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Proof From Lemma E.2, we know that
µ ¨wJ∇E rgpwqs
“ EI
”´
}qI}2 ´ 1nPI
¯
P
`ˇˇ
qJI g
ˇˇ ď µ˘ı
“ EJ
”
p1´ θq }wJ }2 P
`ˇˇ
gJ´nwJ
ˇˇ ď µ˘´ θ }wJ c}2 P `ˇˇgJ´nwJ ` qngn ˇˇ ď µ˘ı
“ EJ
»–ż µ
´µ
¨˝
1´ θ?
2π
}wJ }2
}wJ } exp
˜
´ t
2
2 }wJ }2
¸
´ θ?
2π
}wJ c}2b
1´ }wJ c}2
exp
˜
´t2
2´ 2 }wJ c}2
¸‚˛dt
fifl
“ 1´ θ?
2π
n´1ÿ
i“1
ż µ
´µ
EJ
»– w2i 1iPJb
w2i 1iPJ `
››wJ ztiu››2 exp
˜
´ t
2
2w2i 1iPJ ` 2
››wJ ztiu››2
¸fifl dt
´ θ?
2π
n´1ÿ
i“1
ż µ
´µ
EJ
»– w2i 1iRJb
1´ w2i 1iRJ ´
››wJ cztiu››2 exp
˜
´ t
2
2´ 2w2i 1iRJ ´ 2
››wJ cztiu››2
¸fifl dt
“ p1 ´ θqθ?
2π
n´1ÿ
i“1
ż µ
´µ
EJ
»– w2ib
w2i `
››wJ ztiu››2 exp
˜
´ t
2
2w2i ` 2
››wJ ztiu››2
¸fifl dt
´ p1´ θqθ?
2π
n´1ÿ
i“1
ż µ
´µ
EJ
»– w2ib
1´ }w}2 ` ››wJ ztiu››2 exp
˜
´ t
2
2´ 2 }w}2 ` 2 ››wJ ztiu››2
¸fifl dt
“ p1´ θqθ
n´1ÿ
i“1
w2iEJ rP p|Zi1| ď µq ´ P p|Zi2| ď µqs , (60)
where
Zi1 „ N
´
0, w2i `
››wJ ztiu››2¯ , Zi2 „ N ´0, 1´ }w}2 ` ››wJ ztiu››2¯ . (61)
Since we have 1 ´ }w}2 ě }w}28 ě w2i , the variance of Z2i is larger than that of Z1i . Therefore, we have
P p|Zi1| ď µq ě P p|Zi2| ď µq for each i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1. Hence, we obtain
wJ∇E rgpwqs “ 1
µ
θp1 ´ θq
n´1ÿ
i“1
w2iEJ rP p|Zi1| ď µq ´ P p|Zi2| ď µqs ě 0.
Lemma E.4 For anyw with c0µ ď }w} ď c1, we have
wJ∇E rgpwqs ě cθp1´ θq }w}
Proof Recall from (60), we have
wJ∇E rgpwqs “ 1
µ
p1 ´ θqθ
n´1ÿ
i“1
w2iEJ rP p|Zi1| ď µq ´ P p|Zi2| ď µqs ,
where Zi1 and Zi2 are defined the same as (61). Let us denote
Z1 „ N
´
0, }w}2
¯
, Z2 „ N
´
0, 1´ }w}2
¯
.
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Since we have }w}2 ě w2i `
››wJ ztiu››2, the variance of Z1 is larger than that of Zi1. Therefore, we have
P p|Zi1| ď µq ě P p|Z1| ď µq for each i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n ´ 1. By a similar argument, we have P p|Zi2| ď µq ď
P p|Z2| ď µq for each i “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n´ 1. Thus, we obtain
P p|Zi1| ď µq ´ P p|Zi2| ď µq
ě P p|Z1| ď µq ´ P p|Z2| ď µq
“
c
2
π
1
}w}
ż µ
0
exp
˜
´ t
2
2 }w}2
¸
dt´
c
2
π
1b
1´ }w}2
ż µ
0
exp
˜
´ t
2
2´ 2 }w}2
¸
dt
ě
c
2
π
»– 1
}w}
ż µ
0
˜
1´ t
2
2 }w}2
¸
dt´ µb
1´ }w}2
fifl
“
c
2
π
»– 1
}w}
˜
µ´ 1
6
µ3
}w}2
¸
´ µb
1´ }w}2
fifl
ě µ
c
2
π
¨˝
1
}w} ´ 2
1b
1´ }w}2
‚˛ ě µ
2
?
2π
1
}w} (62)
where we used the fact that µ{?3 ď }w} ď 1{?17 for the last two inequalities. Plugging (62) back into (60)
gives
wJ∇E rgpwqs “ 1
µ
p1´ θqθ
n´1ÿ
i“1
w2iEJ rP p|Zi1| ď µq ´ P p|Zi2| ď µqs
ě p1 ´ θqθ
2
?
2π }w}
n´1ÿ
i“1
w2i “
1
2
?
2π
p1´ θqθ }w} ,
as desired.
Lemma E.5 When µ ď c0 min
!
1?
n
, θ
)
and θ P ` 1
n
, c1
˘
, we have
wJ∇2E rgpwqsw ď ´c2θp1 ´ θq }w}2
for all w with c3 ď }w} ď
b
n´1
n
. Here, c0, c1, c2, and c3 are some numerical constants.
Proof Since the expectation and derivative are exchangeable, we have
wJ∇2E rgpwqsw “ wJE “∇2gpwq‰w.
From (58), we obtain
wJ∇2gpwqw “
$&% 1µ
”`
qJx
˘2 ´ xn
qn
`
qJx
˘´ xn
q3n
`
xJ´nw
˘ı
,
ˇˇ
qJx
ˇˇ ď µ
´xn
q3n
}w}2 sign `qJx˘ , ˇˇqJxˇˇ ě µ.
Thus, we have
E
“
wJ∇2gpwqw1|qJx|ěµ
‰ “ ´}w}2
q4n
E
“
qnxn sign
`
qJx
˘
1|qJx|ěµ
‰
“ ´
c
2
π
}w}2
q2n
EI
«
1nPI
}qI} exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
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and
E
“
wJ∇2gpwqw1|qJx|ďµ
‰
“ 1
µ
E
”`
qJx
˘2
1|qJx|ďµ
ı
´ 1
µ
E
„
xn
qn
`
qJx
˘
1|qJx|ďµ

´ 1
µ
E
„
xn
q3n
`
xJ´nw
˘
1|qJx|ďµ

“ 1
µ
E
“
Z21|Z|ďµ
‰´ 1
µq2n
E
“
Y 21|X`Y |ďµ
‰´ 1
µ
ˆ
1
q2n
` 1
q4n
˙
E
“
XY 1|X`Y |ďµ
‰
,
where X , Y and Z “ X ` Y are defined the same as (59). Similar to Lemma E.2, by using Lemma B.7, we
obtain
E
“
wJ∇2gpwqw1|qJx|ďµ
‰
“ ´
c
2
π
EI
«
}qI} exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
` 1
µ
E
”´
}qI}2 ´ 1nPI
¯
P
`ˇˇ
qJI g
ˇˇ ď µ˘ı
`
c
2
π
EI
«
q2n1nPI
}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
`
c
2
π
ˆ
1` 1
q2n
˙
EI
«
}wJ }2 1nPI
}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
.
Combining the results above and using integral by parts, we obtain
wJ∇2E rgpwqsw
“ ´
c
2
π
EI
«
1nPI
}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
` 2
c
2
π
EI
«
1nPI
}qI} exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
´
c
2
π
EI
«
}qI} exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
` 1
µ
E
”´
}qI}2 ´ 1nPI
¯
P
`ˇˇ
qJI g
ˇˇ ď µ˘ı
“ ´
c
2
π
EI
«
}wJ c}2 1nPI
}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
`
c
2
π
EI
«
1nPI
}qI}
˜
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸
´ }qI}
µ
ż µ{}qI}
0
exp
`´t2{2˘dt¸ff
´
c
2
π
EI
«
}qI}
˜
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸
´ }qI}
µ
ż µ{}qI}
0
exp
`´t2{2˘ dt¸ff
“ ´
c
2
π
EI
«
}wJ c}2 1nPI}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
´ 1
µ
c
2
π
EI
«
1nPI
ż µ{}qI}
0
t2 exp
`´t2{2˘ dtff
` 1
µ
c
2
π
EI
«
}qI}2
ż µ{}qI}
0
t2 exp
`´t2{2˘dtff
ď ´
c
2
π
EI
«
}wJ c}2 1nPI}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
` 1
µ
c
2
π
ż µ
0
t2EI
«
1
}qI} exp
˜
´ t
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
dt.
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First, when
b
n´1
n
ě }w} ě c0, we have
EI
«
}wJ c}2 1nPI}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
“ θEJ
»—–}wJ c}2 1´
q2n ` }wJ }2
¯3{2 exp
¨˝
´ µ
2
2
´
q2n ` }wJ }2
¯‚˛
fiffifl
ě θEJ
«
}wJ c}2 exp
˜
´ µ
2
2q2n ` 2 }wJ }2
¸ff
ě θEJ
„
}wJ c}2 exp
ˆ
´ µ
2
2q2n
˙
ě c1θp1 ´ θq }w}2 .
Second, notice that the function
hpxq “ x´1 exp
ˆ
´ t
2
2x2
˙
, x P r0, 1s
reaches the maximum when x “ t. Thus, we have
1
µ
c
2
π
ż µ
0
t2EI
«
1
}qI} exp
˜
´ t
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
dt ď 1
µ
c
2
π
ż µ
0
t exp
ˆ
´1
2
˙
dt ď 1?
2π
e´1{2µ.
Therefore, when µ ď 1
n
ď θ, we have
wJ∇2E rgpwqsw ď ´c2θp1 ´ θq }w}2
for any
b
n´1
n
ě }w} ě c0.
F Implicit Regularization in Population
Under the same settings of Appendix E, we show that the simplified function rfpqq satisfies the following
implicit regularization property over q P Si˘ξ for each i P rns.
Proposition F.1 Suppose θ ě 1
n
. Given any index i P rns, when µ ď 1?
3n
, we haveB
gradE
” rfpqqı , 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qi
ei
F
ě θp1´ θq
4n
ξ
1` ξ ,
holds for all q P Si˘ξ and any qj such that j ­“ i and q2j ě 13q2i
Proof Without loss of generality, let us consider the case i “ n. For any j ­“ n, we haveB
gradE
” rfpqqı , 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
F
“
ˆ
1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
˙J
PqKE
“
x ¨∇hµpxJqq
‰
“
ˆ
1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
˙J
E
“
x ¨∇hµpxJqq
‰
.
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Let
Z “ Z1 ` Z2, Z1 “ qixi „ N p0, pbiqiq2q, Z2 “ qJ´ix´i „ N p0, }q´i d b´i}2q.
Notice that for every i P rns, we have
1
qi
eJi E
“
x ¨∇hµpxJqq
‰
“ 1
q2i
1
µ
E
“
Z211|Z1`Z2|ďµ
‰` 1
q2i
1
µ
E
“
Z1Z21|Z1`Z2|ďµ
‰` 1
q2i
E
“
Z1 sign pZ1 ` Z2q1|Z1`Z2|ěµ
‰
.
By Lemma B.7, we have
E
“
Z211|Z1`Z2|ďµ
‰ “ ´c 2
π
µEI
«
q4i 1iPI
}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
` E “q2i 1iPIP p|Z| ď µq‰ ,
E
“
Z1Z21|Z1`Z2|ďµ
‰ “ ´c 2
π
µEI
«
q2i 1iPI }pq´iqJ }2
}qI}3
exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
E
“
Z1 sign pZ1 ` Z2q1|Z1`Z2|ěµ
‰ “ c 2
π
EI
«
q2i 1iPI
}qI} exp
˜
´ µ
2
2 }qI}2
¸ff
.
Combining the results above, we obtain
1
qi
eJi E
“
x ¨∇hµpxJqq
‰ “ 1
µ
E r1iPIP p|Z| ď µqs .
Therefore, we haveB
gradE
” rfpqqı , 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
F
“ 1
µ
pE r1jPIP p|Z| ď µqs ´ E r1nPIP p|Z| ď µqsq
“ θ
µ
c
2
π
EI
»– 1b
q2j `
››qIzj››2
ż µ
0
exp
˜
´ t
2
q2j `
››qIzj››2
¸
dt
fifl
´ θ
µ
c
2
π
EI
»– 1b
q2n `
››qIzn››2
ż µ
0
exp
˜
´ t
2
q2n `
››qIzn››2
¸
dt
fifl
“ θp1´ θq
µ
c
2
π
EI
»– 1b
q2j `
››qIztj,nu››2
ż µ
0
exp
˜
´ t
2
q2j `
››qIztj,nu››2
¸
dt
fifl
´ θp1 ´ θq
µ
c
2
π
EI
»– 1b
q2n `
››qIztj,nu››2
ż µ
0
exp
˜
´ t
2
q2n `
››qIztj,nu››2
¸
dt
fifl
“ θp1´ θq
µ
EI
»–erf
¨˝
µb
q2i `
››qIztj,nu››2 ‚˛´ erf
¨˝
µb
q2n `
››qIztj,nu››2 ‚˛
fifl
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where erfpxq is the Gaussian error function
erfpxq “ 1?
2π
ż x
´x
exp
`´t2{2˘ dt “c 2
2π
ż x
0
exp
`´t2{2˘ dt, x ě 0.
When µ ď 1?
3n
such that µb
q2n`}qIztj,nu}2
ď 1 for q P Sn`ξ , by Taylor approximation we have
erf
¨˝
µb
q2i `
››qIztj,nu››2 ‚˛´ erf
¨˝
µb
q2n `
››qIztj,nu››2 ‚˛
ě µ
2
»– 1b
q2i `
››qIztj,nu››2 ´
1b
q2n `
››qIztj,nu››2
fifl “ µ
4
ż q2n
q2
i
1´
t2 ` ››qIztj,nu››2¯3{2 dt.
Therefore, we have B
gradE
” rfpqqı , 1
qj
ej ´ 1
qn
en
F
ě θp1 ´ θq
4
ż q2n
q2
i
1´
t2 ` ››qIztj,nu››2¯3{2 dt
ě θp1 ´ θq
4
´
q2n ´ }q´n}28
¯
ě θp1 ´ θq
4
ξ
1` ξ q
2
n ě
θp1 ´ θq
4n
ξ
1` ξ .
This gives the desired result.
G Gradient Concentration
In this section, under the same settings of Appendix E, we uniformly bound the deviation between the
empirical process grad rfpqq and its mean E ”grad rfpqqı over the sphere. Namely, we show the following
results.
Proposition G.1 For every i P rns and any δ P p0, 1q, when
p ě Cδ´2n log
ˆ
θn
µδ
˙
, (63)
we have
sup
qPSn´1
ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq ´ E ”grad rfpqqı , eiEˇˇˇ ď δ
holds with probability at least 1 ´ np´c1θn ´ n exp `´c2pδ2˘, for any ei. Here, c1, c2, and C are some universal
positive numerical constants.
Remarks. Here, our bound is loose by roughly a factor of n because of the looseness in handling the prob-
abilistic dependency due to the convolution measurement. We believe this bound can be improved by an
order of Opnq using more advanced probability tools, such as decoupling and chaining [DlPG12, KMR14,
QZEW17].
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Proof First, note that
rfpqq “ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
Hµ pCxiqq , grad rfpqq “ 1npPqK
pÿ
i“1
CJxi∇hµ pCxiqq . (64)
Thus, we have A
grad rfpqq ´ E ”grad rfpqqı , enE
“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
n´1ÿ
j“0
”@
PqKsj rqxis , enD∇hµ ´sj rqxisJ q¯´ E “`eJnPqKx˘∇hµ `xJq˘‰ı .
This is a summation of dependent randomvariables, which is very difficult to showmeasurement concentra-
tion in general. We alleviate this difficulty by only considering a partial summation of independent random
variables, namely,
Lpqq “ 1
p
1››PqKen››
pÿ
i“1
“@
PqKxi, en
D
∇hµ
`
xJi q
˘´ E “`eJnPqKx˘∇hµ `xJq˘‰‰ ,
where xi „i.i.d. BGpθq. Note that the bound of Lpqq automatically gives an upper bound ofA
grad rfpqq ´ E ”grad rfpqqı , enE
in distribution. To uniformly control Lpqq over the sphere, we first consider controlling Lpqq for a fixed
q P Sn´1. For each ℓ “ 1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , we have the moments
E
”ˇˇ@
PqKxi, en
D
∇hµ
`
xJi q
˘ˇˇℓı ď E ”ˇˇeJnPqKxi ˇˇℓı “ E ”|Zi|ℓı ,
where conditioned on the Bernoulli distribution, we have Zi „ N
ˆ
0,
›››`PqKen˘J ›››2˙. By Lemma B.1, we
have
E
”ˇˇ@
PqKxi, en
D
∇hµ
`
xJi q
˘ˇˇℓı ď EJ „pℓ´ 1q!! ›››`PqKen˘J ›››ℓ ď ℓ!2 ››PqKen››ℓ ,
wherewe used the fact that |∇hµpzq| ď 1 for any z. Thus, we are controlling the concentration of summation
of sub-Gaussian r.v., for which we have
P p|Lpqq| ě tq ď exp
ˆ
´C pt
2
2
˙
.
Next, we turn this point-wise concentration into a uniform bound for all q P Sn´1 via a standard covering
argument. LetN pεq be an ε-net of the sphere, whose cardinality can be controlled by
|N pεq| ď
ˆ
3
ε
˙n´1
.
Thus, we have
P
˜
sup
qPN pεq
|Lpqq| ě t
¸
ď
ˆ
3
ε
˙n´1
exp
ˆ
´ pt
2
2` 2t
˙
.
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For any point q P Sn´1, it can written as q “ q1 ` e, where q1 P N pεq and }e} ď ε. Now we control the all
points over the sphere through the Lipschitz property of L.
sup
qPSn´1
|Lpqq|
“ sup
q1PN pεq,}e}ďε
ˇˇ
Lpq1 ` eqˇˇ
ď sup
q1PN pεq
ˇˇ
Lpq1qˇˇ` sup
q1PN pεq,}e}ďε
ˇˇ
E
“`
eJnPpq1`eqKx´ eJnPpq1qKx
˘
∇hµ
`
xJq1
˘‰ˇˇ
looooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
L1
` sup
q1PN pεq,}e}ďε
ˇˇ
E
“`
eJnPpq1`eqKx
˘ `
∇hµ
`
xJpq1 ` eq˘´∇hµ `xJq1˘˘‰ˇˇloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
L2
` sup
q1PN pεq,}e}ďε
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1p
pÿ
i“1
“
eJnPpq1`eqKxi ´ eJnPpq1qKxi
‰
∇hµpxJi q1q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇloooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
L3
` sup
q1PN pεq,}e}ďε
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ1p
pÿ
i“1
`
eJnPpq1`eqKxi
˘ “
∇hµ
`
xJi pq1 ` eq
˘´∇hµ `xJi q1˘‰
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
L4
.
By Lipschitz continuity and the fact that ∇hµpzq ď 1 for any z, we obtain
L1 ď sup
q1PN pεq,}e}ďε
?
θ
››`Ppq1`eqK ´ Ppq1qK˘ en›› ď 3?θε
L2 ď sup
q1PN pεq,}e}ďε
1
µ
E
“}x} ››xJe››‰ ď θn
µ
ε.
For each xi, we know that xi “ gi d bi with gi „ N p0, Iq and bi „i.i.d. Bpθq. By Gaussian concentration
inequality, we know that for each xi,
P
´
}xi} ´
?
θn ě t
¯
ď P p}xi} ´ E r}xi}s ě tq ď exp
ˆ
´ t
2
2 }bi}8
˙
ď exp
ˆ
´ t
2
2
˙
.
Therefore, by a union bound, we have
max
1ďiďp
}xi} ď 5
a
θn log p
holds with probability at least 1´ p´8θn. Therefore, w.h.p we have
L3 ď
ˆ
max
1ďiďp
}xi}
˙
sup
q1PN pεq,}e}ďε
››Ppq1`eqK ´ Ppq1qK›› ď 15aθn log pε,
L4 ď 1
µ
ˆ
max
1ďiďp
}xi}2
˙
sup
q1PN pεq,}e}ďε
}e} ď 25θn log p
µ
ε.
Combining the bounds above, choose ε “ µt
cθn log p
, we have
sup
qPSn´1
|Lpqq| ď sup
q1PN pεq
ˇˇ
Lpq1qˇˇ` cθn log p
µ
ε ď 2t
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holds with probability at least
1´ p´8θn ´ exp
ˆ
´C pt
2
2
` c1n log
ˆ
θn
µt
˙˙
.
Thus, applying a union bound, we obtain the desired result holding for every i P rns.
Similarly, we also show the following result.
Corollary G.2 For any δ P p0, 1q, when
p ě Cδ´2n2 log
ˆ
θn
µδ
˙
, (65)
we have
sup
qPSn´1
›››grad rfpqq ´ E ”grad rfpqqı››› ď δ,
sup
qPSn´1
›››∇ rfpqq ´ E ”∇ rfpqqı››› ď δ,
hold with probability at least 1´p´c1θn´n exp `´c2pδ2˘. Here, c1, c2, and C are some universal positive numerical
constants.
Proof From Proposition G.1, we know that when p ě C0ε´2n log
´
θn
µε
¯
,
sup
qPSn´1
›››grad rfpqq ´ E ”grad rfpqqı›››2
ď
nÿ
i“1
sup
qPSn´1
ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq ´ E ”grad rfpqqı , eiEˇˇˇ2 ď nε2.
holds with probability at least 1´ p´c1θn ´ n exp `´c2pδ2˘. Therefore, by letting δ “ ?nε, w.h.p. we have
sup
qPSn´1
›››grad rfpqq ´ E ”grad rfpqqı››› ď δ,
whenever p ě Cδ´2n2 log
´
θn
µδ
¯
. By a similar argument, we can also provide the same bound for
sup
qPSn´1
›››∇ rfpqq ´ E ”∇ rfpqqı›››
.
Corollary G.3 For each i P rns and any δ P p0, 1q, when p ě Cδ´2n log
´
θn
µδ
¯
, we have
sup
qPSn´1
ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq, eiEˇˇˇ ď 1` δ,
hold with probability at least 1´np´c1θn´n exp `´c2pδ2˘. Here, c1, c2, andC are some universal positive numerical
constants.
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Proof For any q P Sn´1 and every i P rns, we have
E
”ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq, eiEˇˇˇı “ E “ˇˇ`eJi PqKx˘ ¨∇hµpxJqqˇˇ ‰ ď E “››eJi PqKx››‰ ď 1.
Thus, we have
sup
qPSn´1
ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq ´ E ”grad rfpqqı , eiEˇˇˇ
ě sup
qPSn´1
´ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq, eiEˇˇˇ´ E ”ˇˇˇAgrad rfpqq, eiEˇˇˇı¯
ě sup
qPSn´1
ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq, eiEˇˇˇ ´ sup
qPSn´1
E
”ˇˇˇA
grad rfpqq, eiEˇˇˇı .
Therefore, by using the result in Proposition G.1, we obtain the desired result.
Corollary G.4 For any δ P p0, 1q, when p satisfies (65), we have
sup
qPSn´1
›››grad rfpqq››› ď ?θn` δ,
hold with probability at least 1´p´c1θn´n exp `´c2pδ2˘. Here, c1, c2, and C are some universal positive numerical
constants.
Proof For any q P Sn´1, we have
E
”›››grad rfpqq›››ı “ E “››PqKx∇hµpxJqq››‰ ď E r}x}s ď ?θn.
Note that
sup
qPSn´1
›››grad rfpqq ´ E ”grad rfpqqı››› ě sup
qPSn´1
´›››grad rfpqq››› ´ E ”›››grad rfpqq›››ı¯
ě sup
qPSn´1
›››grad rfpqq››› ´ sup
qPSn´1
E
”›››grad rfpqq›››ı .
Thus, by using the result in Corollary G.2, we obtain the desired result.
H Preconditioning
In this section, given the Riemannian gradient of rfpqq in (10) and its preconditioned variant
grad rfpqq “ 1
np
PqK
pÿ
i“1
CJxi∇hµ pCxiqq ,
gradfpqq “ 1
np
PqK
pÿ
i“1
`
RQ´1
˘J
CJxi∇hµ
`
Cxi
`
RQ´1
˘
q
˘
,
with
R “ Ca
˜
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
¸´1{2
, Q “ Ca
`
CJaCa
˘´1{2
,
we prove that they are very close via a perturbation analysis by using the Lipschitz property of first-order
derivative of Huber loss.
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Proposition H.1 Suppose θ ě 1
n
. For any δ P p0, 1q, whenever
p ě C κ
8n
µ2θδ2σ2min
log4 n log
ˆ
θn
µ
˙
,
we have
sup
qPSn´1
›››grad rfpqq ´ gradfpqq››› ď δ
holds with probability at least 1 ´ c1p´c2nθ ´ n´c3 ´ ne´c4θnp. Here, κ and σmin denote the condition number and
minimum singular value ofCa, and c1, c2, c3 , c4 and C are some positive numerical constants.
Proof Notice that
RQ´1 “ Ca
˜
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
¸´1{2 `
CJaCa
˘1{2
C´1a .
Thus, we have
sup
qPSn´1
›››grad rfpqq ´ gradfpqq›››
ď 1
np
›››››PqK `I ´ `RQ´1˘˘J
pÿ
i“1
CJxi∇hµ pCxiqq
›››››
` 1
np
›››››PqK `RQ´1˘J
pÿ
i“1
CJxi
“
∇hµ pCxiqq ´∇hµ
`
Cxi
`
RQ´1
˘
q
˘‰›››››
ď ››I ´RQ´1›› ›››∇ rfpqq››› ` ››RQ´1›› ››››› 1np
pÿ
i“1
CJxi
“
∇hµ pCxiqq ´∇hµ
`
Cxi
`
RQ´1
˘
q
˘‰›››››
ď ››I ´RQ´1›› ›››∇ rfpqq››› ` 1
µ
?
n
››RQ´1›› ˆmax
1ďiďp
}xi} }Fxi}8
˙››I ´RQ´1›› . (66)
Here, by Lemma H.4, for any given ε P p0, 1q, when p ě C κ8
θε2σ2
min
pCaq log
3 n, we have››RQ´1 ´ I›› ď ε, ››RQ´1›› ď 1` ε, (67)
holding with probability at least 1´p´c1nθ´n´c2 . On the other hand, by Gaussian concentration inequality
and a union bound, we have
max
1ďiďp
}xi} ď 4
a
n log p, max
1ďiďp
}Fxi}8 ď 4
a
n log p, (68)
hold with probability at least 1´ p´c3n. By Corollary G.4, when p ě C2θ´1n log
´
θn
µ
¯
, we have
sup
qPSn´1
›››grad rfpqq››› ď 2?θn (69)
holds with probability at least 1 ´ p´c4θn ´ ne´c5θnp. Plugging the bounds in (67) and (68) into (66), we
obtain
sup
qPSn´1
›››grad rfpqq ´ gradfpqq››› ď ε „2?θn ` 16?n log p
µ
¨ p1` εq

.
By a change of variable, we obtain the desired result.
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Lemma H.2 When θ ě 1{n, ››››› 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJxiCxi ´ I
››››› ď t (70)
holds with probability at least 1´p´c1nθ´n exp
´
´c2 min
!
pt2
θ log p
, pt?
θ log p
)¯
for some numerical constants c1, c2 ą
0.
Proof Notice that
CJxiCxi “ F ˚ diag
´
|Fxi|d2
¯
F .
Then ››››› 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJxiCxi ´ I
››››› “
›››››F ˚
˜
diag
˜
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
|Fxi|d2
¸
´ F´1pF ˚q´1
¸
F
›››››
“
››››› 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
|Fxi|d2 ´ 1
›››››
8
. (71)
Let xi “ bi d gi with bi „i.i.d. Bpθq and gi „ N p0, Iq, and let us define events
Ei,j
.“
!
}bi d fj}2 ď 5n
a
θ log p
)
, 1 ď i ď p, 1 ď j ď n.
We use Ej “
Şp
i“1 Ei,j . For each individual i and j, by the Hoeffding’s inequality, we have
P
`
Eci,j
˘ ď exp p´8nθ log pq
For each j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n, by conditional probability and union bound, we have
P
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
f˚j xi
ˇˇ2 ´ 1ˇˇˇˇˇ ě t
¸
ď P
˜
pď
i“1
Eci,j
¸
` P
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
f˚j xi
ˇˇ2 ´ 1ˇˇˇˇˇ ě t | Ej
¸
ď
pÿ
i“1
P
`
Eci,j
˘` P˜ˇˇˇˇˇ 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
f˚j xi
ˇˇ2 ´ 1ˇˇˇˇˇ ě t | Ej
¸
ď pe´8nθ log p ` P
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
f˚j xi
ˇˇ2 ´ 1ˇˇˇˇˇ ě t | Ej
¸
. (72)
For the second term, since xi „ BGpθq, we have
f˚j xi “
nÿ
k“1
fjibikgik „ N
´
0, }bi d fj}2
¯
for all ℓ ě 1, by Lemma B.1, we have
E
”
pθnq´ℓ ˇˇf˚j xi ˇˇ2ℓ | Ei,jı “ p2ℓ´ 1q!!pθnqℓ E ”}bd f}2ℓ | Ei,jı
ď ℓ!
2
10ℓθ´ℓ{2 logℓ{2 p.
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Thus, by Bernstein inequality in Lemma B.3, we have
P
˜ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
f˚j xi
ˇˇ2 ´ 1ˇˇˇˇˇ ě t | Ej
¸
ď exp
ˆ
´ pt
2
200θ log p` 20?θ log pt
˙
ď exp
ˆ
´min
"
pt2
400θ log p
,
pt
40
?
θ log p
*˙
. (73)
Plugging (73) into (72), we obtain ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
ˇˇ
f˚j xi
ˇˇ2 ´ 1ˇˇˇˇˇ ď t
holds with high probability for each j “ 1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , n. We apply a union bound to control the ℓ8-norm in (71),
and hence get the desired result.
Lemma H.3 For any ε P p0, 1q, when p ě Cθ´1ε´2 log3 n, we have››››› 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
››››› ď p1` εq }Ca}2››››››
˜
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
¸´1{2
´ `CJaCa˘´1{2
›››››› ď 4κ
2ε
σ2minpCaq
holds with probability at least 1´p´c1nθ´n´c2 . Here, κ is the condition number ofCa, and σminpCaq is the smallest
singular value ofCa.
Proof For any ε P p0, 1q, from Lemma H.2, when p ě Cθ´1ε´2 log3 n we know that the event
Epεq .“
#››››› 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJxiCxi ´ I
››››› ď ε
+
holds with probability at least 1´ p´c1nθ ´ n´c2 . Conditioned on the event Epεq, let us denote
A “ CJaCa ą 0,
and let σmax pAq , σmin pAq be the largest and smallest singular values ofA, respectively. Then we observe,
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi “ CJaCa `CJa
«
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJxiCxi ´ I
ff
Calooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
∆
,
“ A`∆, }∆} ď ε ¨ σmaxpAq.
Therefore, we have ››››› 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
››››› ď }A} ` }∆} ď p1` εq }Ca}2 .
By Lemma B.12, whenever
}∆} ď 1
2
σminpAq ùñ ε ď 1
2
σminpAq
σmaxpAq “
1
2κ2
,
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we know that››››››
˜
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
¸´1{2
´ `CJaCa˘´1{2
›››››› “
›››pA`∆q´1{2 ´A´1{2›››
ď 4 }∆}
σ2minpAq
ď 4εσmaxpAq
σ2minpAq
“ 4κ
2ε
σ2minpCaq
.
Lemma H.4 Let θ P p1{n, 1{3q, and given a δ P p0, 1q. Whenever
p ě C κ
8
θδ2σ2minpCaq
log3 n,
we have ››RQ´1 ´ I›› ď δ, ››RQ´1›› ď 1` δ,›››`RQ´1˘´1 ´ I››› ď 2δ, ›››`RQ´1˘´1››› ď 1` 2δ
hold with probability at least 1´ p´c1nθ ´ n´c2 .
Proof First, by Lemma H.3, for a given ε P p0, 1q, when p ě C1θ´1ε´2 log3 n, we have
››RQ´1 ´ I›› “
››››››I ´Ca
˜
1?
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
¸´1{2 `
CJaCa
˘1{2
C´1a
››››››
ď κ ¨ }Ca} ¨
››››››
˜
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
¸´1{2
´ `CJaCa˘´1{2
››››››
ď κ }Ca} 4κ
2ε
σ2minpCaq
ď 4κ
4ε
σminpCaq ,
and ››RQ´1›› ď 1` ››I ´RQ´1›› ď 1` 4κ4ε
σminpCaq
hold with probability at least 1´ p´c1nθ ´ n´c2 . Similarly, by Lemma H.3,
›››I ´ `RQ´1˘´1››› “
››››››I ´Ca `CJaCa˘´1{2
˜
1?
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
¸1{2
C´1a
››››››
ď κ ¨
››››› 1θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
›››››
1{2
¨
››››››
˜
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
CJyiCyi
¸´1{2
´ `CJaCa˘´1{2
››››››
ď κ ¨ 4κ
2ε
σ2minpCaq
¨ p1` εq1{2 }Ca} ď 8κ
4ε
σminpCaq ,
and ›››`RQ´1˘´1››› ď 1` ›››I ´ `RQ´1˘´1››› ď 1` 8κ4ε
σminpCaq
Thus, replace δ “ 4κ4ε
σminpCaq , we obtain the desired result.
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Table 2: Gradient for each different loss function
Loss function ∇ϕpqq for 1D problem (74) ∇ϕpZq for 2D problem20 (75)
ℓ1-loss 1
np
řp
i“1 qyi f sign pyi f qq 1n2p řpi“1 qY i f sign `Y i fZ˘
Huber-loss 1
np
řp
i“1 qyi f∇hµ pyi f qq 1n2p řpi“1 qY i f∇hµ `Y i fZ˘
ℓ4-loss ´ 1
np
řp
i“1 qyi f pyi f qqd3 ´ 1n2p řpi“1 qY i f `Y i fZ˘d3
I Algorithms and Implementation Details
It should be noted that the rotated problem in (9) and (10) are only for analysis purposes. In this section, we
provide detailed descriptions of the actual implementation of our algorithms on optimizing the problem in
the form of (4). First, we introduce the details Riemannian (sub)gradient descent method for 1D problem.
Second, we discuss about subgradient methods for solving the LP rounding problem. Finally, we provide
more details about how to solve problems in 2D.
For the purpose of implementation efficiency, wedescribe the problem and algorithms based on circulant
convolution, which is slightly different from the main sections. Because our gradient descent method works
for any sparse promoting loss function (other than Huber loss), in the following we describe the problem
and the algorithm in a more general form rather than (4). However, it should be noted that our analysis in
this work is only specified for Huber loss.
I.1 Riemannian (sub)gradient descent methods
Here, we consider (sub)gradient descent for optimizing a more general problem
min
q
ϕpqq :“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
ψpCyiPqq, s.t. }q} “ 1,
where ψpzq can be ℓ1-loss (ψpzq “ }z}1), Huber-loss (ψpzq “ Hµpzq), and ℓ4-loss (ψpzq “ ´ }z}44). The
preconditioning matrix P can be written as
P “ Cv, v “ F´1
¨˝˜
1
θnp
pÿ
i“1
|pyi|d2¸d´1{2‚˛,
where pyi “ Fyi, so that
CyiP “ CyiCv “ Cyifv “ Cyi , yi “ yi f v.
Therefore, our problem can be rewritten as
min
q
ϕpqq :“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
ψpyi f qq, s.t. }q} “ 1. (74)
20Here, for 2D problem, qZ denotes a flip operator that flips a matrix Z P Rn1ˆn2 both vertically and horizontally, i.e., qZi,j “
Zn1´i`1,n2´j`1.
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Algorithm 1 Riemannian (sub)gradient descent algorithm
Input: observation tyiumi“1
Output: the vector q‹,
Precondition the data by yi “ yi f v, with v “
´
1
θnp
řp
i“1 |yi|d2
¯d´1{2
.
Initialize the iterate qp0q and stepsize τ p0q.
while not converged do
Update the iterate by
qpk`1q “ PSn´1
´
qpkq ´ τ pkq gradϕpqpkqq
¯
.
Choose a new stepsize τ pk`1q, and set k Ð k ` 1.
end while
Starting from an initialization, we solve the problem via Riemannian (sub)gradient descent,
qpk`1q “ PSn´1
´
qpkq ´ τ pkq ¨ gradϕpqpkqq
¯
,
where τ pkq is the stepsize, and the Riemannian (sub)gradient is
gradϕpqq “ PqK∇ϕpqq,
which is definedon the tangent space21 TqS
n´1 at a point q P Sn´1. Table 2 lists the calculation of (sub)gradients
∇ϕpqq for different loss functions. For each iteration, the projection operator PSn´1pzq “ z{ }z} retracts the
iterate back to the sphere. Let d denotes entry-wise power/multiplication, the overall algorithm is summa-
rized in Algorithm 1.
Initialization. In our theory, we showed that starting from a random initialization drawn uniformly over
the sphere,
qp0q “ d, d „ UpSn´1q,
for Huber-loss, Riemannian gradient descent method provably recovers the target solution. On the other
hand, we could also cook up a data-driven initialization by choosing a row of Cyi ,
qp0q “ PSn´1
´
CJyiej
¯
for some randomly chosen 1 ď i ď p and 1 ď j ď n. By observing
Cyi « CxiCa
`
CJaCa
˘´1{2
, qp0q « PSn´1
´`
CJaCa
˘´1{2
CJa sj rqxis¯ ,
we have
Cyjq
p0q « αCxiCapCJaCaq´1CJa sℓ rqxis “ αCxjsℓ rqxis .
This suggests that our particular initialization qp0q is acting like sℓ rqxis in the rotated domain. It is sparse
and possesses several large spiky entries more biased towards the target solutions. Empirically, we find this
data-driven initialization often works better than random initializations.
Choice of stepsizes. ForHuber and ℓ4 losses, we can choose a fixed stepsize τ pkq for all iterates to guarantee
linear convergence. For subgradient descent of ℓ1-loss, it often achieves linear convergence when we choose
a geometrically decreasing sequence of stepsize τ pkq [ZWR`18]. Empirically, we find that the algorithm
converges much faster when Riemannian linesearch is deployed (see Algorithm 2).
21 We refer the readers to Chapter 3 of [AMS09] for more details.
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Algorithm 2 Riemannian linesearch for stepsize τ
Input: a, x, τ0, η P p0.5, 1q, β P p0, 1q,
Output: τ , RMa p´τPTM∇ψxpaqq
Initialize τ Ð τ0,
Set rq “ PSn´1 pq ´ τ gradϕpqqq
while ϕprqq ě ϕpqq ´ τ ¨ η ¨ }gradϕpqq}2 do
τ Ð βτ ,
Update rq “ PSn´1 pq ´ τ gradϕpqqq.
end while
I.2 LP rounding
Due to preconditioning or smoothing effects of our choice of loss functions, the Riemannian (sub)gradient
descentmethods can only produce an approximate solution. To obtain the exact solution, weuse the solution
r “ q‹ produced by gradient methods as a warm start, and solve another phase-two LP rounding problem,
min
q
ζpqq :“ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
}yi f q}1 s.t. xr, qy “ 1.
Since the feasible set xr, qy “ 1 is essentially the tangent space of the sphere Sn´1 at q‹, whenever q‹ is
close enough to one of the target solutions, one should expect that the optimizer qr of LP rounding exactly
recovers the inverse of the kernel a up to a scaled-shift. To address this computational issue, we utilize a
projected subgradient method for solving the LP rounding problem. Namely, we take
qpk`1q “ r ` `I ´ rrJ˘ ´qpkq ´ τ pkqgpkq¯
“ qpkq ´ τ pkqPrKgpkq,
where gpkq is the subgradient at qpkq with
gpkq “ 1
np
pÿ
i“1
qyi f sign´yi f qpkq¯ .
By choosing a geometrically shrinking stepsizes
τ pk`1q “ βτ pkq, β P p0, 1q.
we show that the subgradient descent linearly converges to the target solution. The overall method is sum-
marized in Algorithm 3.
I.3 Solving problems in 2D
Finally, we briefly discuss about technical details about solving the MCS-BD problem in 2D, which appears
broadly in imaging applications such as image deblurring [LWDF11,ZWZ13,SM12] andmicroscopy imaging
[BPS`06,HGM06,RBZ06].
Problem formulation. Given the measurements
Yi “ AfXi, 1 ď i ď p,
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Algorithm 3 Projected subgradient method for solving the LP rounding problem
Input: observation tyiumi“1, vector r, stepsize τ0, and β P p0, 1q.
Output: the solution q‹,
Precondition the data by yi “ yi f v, with v “
´
1
θnp
řp
i“1 |yi|d2
¯d´1{2
.
Initialize qp0q “ r, τ p0q “ τ0
while not converged do
Update the iterate
qpk`1q “ qpkq ´ τ pkqPrKgpkq.
Set τ pk`1q “ βτ pkq, and k Ð k ` 1.
end while
where f denotes 2D convolution, A P Rnˆn is a 2D kernel, and Xi P Rnˆn is a sparse activation map, we
want to recoverA and tXiupi“1 simultaneously. We first precondition the data via
Y i “ Yi f V , V “ F´1
¨˝˜
1
θn2p
pÿ
i“1
|FpYiq|d2
¸d´1{2‚˛,
whereFp¨q denote the 2DDFT operator. By using the preconditioned data, we solve the following optimiza-
tion problem
min
Z
ϕpZq :“ 1
n2p
pÿ
i“1
ψpY i fZq, s.t. }Z}F “ 1, (75)
where ϕp¨q is the loss function (e.g., ℓ1, Huber, ℓ4-loss), and }¨}F denotes the Frobenius norm. If the problem
(75) can be solved to the target solution Z‹, then we can recover the kernel and the sparse activation map up
to a signed-shift by
A‹ “ F´1
´
F pV fZ‹qd´1
¯
, X‹i “ pYi f V qfZ‹, 1 ď i ď p.
Riemannian (sub)gradient descent. Similar to the 1D case, we can optimize the problem (75) via Rieman-
nian (sub)gradient descent,
Zpk`1q “ PF
´
Zpkq ´ τ pkq ¨ gradϕpZpkqq
¯
,
where the Riemannian (sub)gradient
gradϕpZq “ PZK∇ϕpZq.
The gradient ∇ϕpZq for different loss functions are recorded in Table 2. For anyW P Rnˆn, the normaliza-
tion operator PF p¨q and projection operator PZKp¨q are defined as
PF pW q :“ W { }W }F , PZKpW q :“ W ´ }Z}´2F xZ,W yZ.
The initialization and stepsize τ pkq can be chosen similarly as the 1D case.
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LP rounding. Similar to 1D case, we solve a phase-two linear program to obtain exact solution. By using
the solution Z‹ produced by Riemannian gradient descent as a warm start U “ Z‹, we solve
min
Z
1
n2p
pÿ
i“1
››Y i fZ››1 , s.t. xU ,Zy “ 1.
We optimize the LP rounding problem via subgradient descent,
Zpk`1q “ Zpkq ´ τ pkqPUKGpkq,
where we choose a geometrically decreasing stepsize τ pkq and set the subgradient
Gpkq “ 1
n2p
pÿ
i“1
q
Y i f sign
´
Y i fZ
pkq
¯
.
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